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the business transacti ons of ancient civilizations. The '"'ord 
"clerk" origin:uly meant one v.rho '"'rotei but has come to mean one 
who perfonAs one or more of the functions enumerated in the preced-
ing paragraph. 
3· The clerical occu9ation field has experienced a phenomenal growth in 
this country, having received tremendous impetus with the invention 
of the typewriter in 1867 and the calculator in 1887. In 1870 only 
one worker in 160 was a clerical worker; in 1930, one in 12 was em-
played in the work; and in 1947, one in every eight workers was 
engaged in a clerical occupation. The group increased from 179,000 
in 1880 to nearly .5,000,000 in 1940. 
4. The statistical importance of cler ical occupations is revealed i n 
the follo1ing facts and figure s: 
a. According to the 1940 census , 4,612.356 persons were employed 
in the clerical field. Of these, 2, 236,8.53 were men and 
b. Fifty per cent of workers in all businesses such as real estate, 
insurance, advertising, and banking are clerical workers. 
c. Clerical and kindred workers comprised 17.2 per cent of the 
total working population in 1947. 
d. The field has a s trong appeal for women, P..nd 2.5 per cent of 
all working women in this country are working in the clerical 
occupations field. 
5• According to the Qac~pationa~ Outlook Randbook,1 a great demand 
1occ~oational Outlook Handbook, Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D. c., 1948, p. 147 
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exists for clerical workers, and this demand is expected to continue 
despite the introduction of labo~saving machines in the field. The 
large turnover of jobs in the field provides many openings. 
a. The greatest opportunities for clerical workers in Connecticut 
are in the fields of wholesale and retail trade, manufacturing, 
finance, insurance, and real estate. 
6. Although jobs are usually availab~e, most employers establish definite 
job re~uirements for their prospective office employees. The cost of 
training a new office worker is estimated to be $3501 a fact which 
leads employers to screen applicants carefully. Students interested 
in office work should consider the following information as a guide in 
dete~ning the re~uirements they will have to meet in their search for 
an office job: 
a. So far as education is concerned, high school training is 
usually sufficient to obtain a beginning office job. 
b. Additional training beyond high school is sometimes desirable in 
order to secure some of the better jobs and also helpful for 
those who plan to specialize or to advance to more responsible 
positions in the future. Periodic conferences vdll be held by 
the business education instructor with each student in order to 
help him decide whether he needs further training and what kind 
of training he should undertake. 
(1) Business schools and colleges offering specialized training 
are available throughout the country, and are especially 
1c1evenger, Earl, "Selection Procedures for Office Employees," NABTTI 
Bulletin No. 46, Harrisonburg, Virginia, p. 4 
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c. Some clerical occt~ations require meeting definite standards in 
certain areas of skilla For example, stenographers are usually 
expected to type a minimum of 4..5 words per minute and to take 
shorthand dictation at a minimum of 80 words per minute.l 
In addition, many employers expect applicants for office jobs 
to have some lmowledge of the operation of adding, listing, cal-
culating, and duplicating machines. Applicants for office jobs 
are often given tests ,.,hich measure the extent to \orhich they 
have mastered these skills. 
d. In addition to performance tests, some companies give aptitude, 
achievement, and other tests to applicants for office jobs. 
These differ according to company and locale. The tests are 
usually designed for high school graduates, and the majority of 
them will experience 11 t tle difficu:t ty in passing them. The 
aim should be to pass these tests with distinction rather than 
to just meet the minimum scores8 A number of tests used by 
firms throughout the country, especially those used in. the 
Middletown-Hartford area, are on file in the business education 
room. (Students receive practice in meeting standards by work-
ing with filed testing material in such subjects as typing and 
office practice.) 
e. Most companies will not insist on previous experience as a. re-
quirementv although experienced workers are sometimes demro1ded 
for particular jobs. Workers with no experience have less 
lJob Descriptions !2t Office_ Occuuations, op. cit., P. XXV 
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difficulty in obtaining employment l<d th large firms. Recent 
graduates of East Hampton High School have had no particu.la r 
difficulty in obtaining jobs without previous experience. 
f. A necessary qualification of the office worker is the ma.stery 
of such fundamentals as English, handwriting , and a.ri t hmetio. 
A number of surveys involving personnel Jll8.nagers and employers 
have revealed that office workers who are deficient in these 
areas were handicapped in obtaining and maintaining jobs in the 
office. English is particularly important. Typists, fore~ 
ple, are urged by personnel and of:dce me.nagers to excel in 
spelling, vocabulary, punctuation, and grammar. Proper speech 
is especially important to the many office workers who have to 
double as receptionists and to all who must answer the phone. 
g. Since an attractive personality is such an important part of the 
office worker's success, sufficient time is not available to d.o 
tbe subject justice as :part of this tmit. The subject bas been 
discussed at length in guidance classes and will be further e~ 
phasized in a separate unit to be included in the office 
practice course. The importance of a desirable personality to 
the \'rorker in the office is revealed by the fact that more of-
fice workers lose their jobs because of personality deficiendes 
than for any other reason. 
h. Union membershipt a necessity in many other occupational fields, 
is not usun.lly a requirement of the beginning office worker. As 
of 1949, only 15 per cent of all offices in the United States 
j 
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were reported to be unionized.l Offices in the Middleto\m-
Hartford area are not unionized. 
7• Definite salary prospects for office workers cannot be easily de-
termined, since many factors control the rates of pay. Economic 
conditions, company policies, length of service, supply of workers, 
and section of the country-all have a bearing on the salaries paid. 
The follo,..ring facts may be noted about salaries in the office occu-
pations field: 
a. In genera.!, salaries are usually somewhat higher in the cities 
than in small towns~ Sale,ries in East Hampton, for example, are 
not as high as those in Hartford, Boston, or New Yo~. 
b., Men receive higher St?.~aries the.n women doing comparable work in 
the office occupation field. A Sureau of Labor Statistica2 
report of clerical workers i n f actories revealed that in 1946 
men office workers averaged 19 cents or more per hour above 
women 's average. 2 Other surveys have revealed an even greater 
variation between the salaries of men and women in this field. 
c. In general, office salaries are lo\•Jer than those of f actory 
production workers. A survey by the National Industrial Con-
ference Board revealed that in 8 of 11 office oc~pations sur-
veyed, averages ranged from 57 cents to $10.56 a week below the 
average for women production workers in October, 1947.3 
1
su:rvex ,g! ~.lerical Salary Rates, National Industrial Conference Board 
Report, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., October l, 1948, P• 1 
2 Handbo~k of Facts on Women Workers, Bulletin of the Womeri 1s Bureau 
No. 225, Unit-;d States DePart~nt of Labor, Washingt:on 25, D. c., 1948, P• 30 
3Ibid. P• 31 
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d. The average weekly earnings of office workers has been steadily 
increasing. A survey conducted by the United States Department 
of Labor revealed that among women clerical workers in ~I. Y. 
factories, the average weekly S8,laries bad increased from $22.88 
in 1940 to $40.76 in 1947.1 
e. According to the State Employment Office in Middletotm., beginning 
office workers may expect to receive from $25 to $30 a yeek. 
f. Beginning salaries in the Hartford. area are slightly higher. 
For example, the starting salary announced by the Aetnc"l Life In-
surance Company j characteristic of that offered by other i nsu.re.nce 
companies, was $28.85 per week. 
g. Office salaries will be affected somewhat by the recently enacted 
Minimum Wage Law, (January, 1950) Which provides a salary of 75 
cents an hour for employees of all firms enga~ed in inter-etate 
commerce. This l'Tould amount to $30.00 a week for a 40-hour 
week. 
h. Some idea of the kind of salary earned by experienced office 
l 
workers may be gained by a study of surveys conducted by the 
Bureau of L~bor Statistics. 
(1) A survey conducted by the Hartford branch of the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics in 1949 revealed that average weekly salaries 
of women office workers ranged from $33 for office girls to 
$54.50 for stenographers taking technical dictation.2 
Ibid. p .. 28 
2salaries of Office Clerical Workers in Hartford, Januarx, 1942, 
:Bu.reau of LaborSta.t istics, .Boston, 1949,p. 1 
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The lowest weekly salaries reported for any workers i n the 
the study l-Tere between $22.50 and $25.00. 
(2) A dmilar survey conduc ted by the :Boston branch of the same 
organization revealed that weekly salaries for office workers 
ranged from $30 for clerks doing routine billing to $47.50 
for hand bookkee~ers.l In over half of the jobs ~ tudied, 
weekly salaries of women averaged between $35.00 and $40.00. 
(3) A survey conducted by the Ne"' York office of the :Bureau of 
Labor Statistics revealed average ,.,eekly salaries for woman 
of from $32eSO for office girls to $60.00 for hand bookkeepers. 
The average \·Teekly salary for 75 per cent of the jobs was 
between $42.00 and $49.00~ 
7. An important factor to consider in addition to salary is the possibility 
of promotion and advancement. 
a. Although many jobs exist in the office field which provide little 
or no ad~cement , many jobs offer opuortunities for advancement. 
(l) A survey conducted by the Nationa~ Industrial Conference in 
1949 revealed that of the contracts investigated, 21 per 
cent called for a definite raise after the worker has been 
on a ne"' job a certain length of time.2 About the same num-
ber provided that workers be given rai~es according to merit. 
MOst often, the employee with the longest length of service 
wc.s promoted if his ability l·!as equal to that of competing 
employees. 
1salaries g! Office Clerical Workers ill :Boston, ~m.tary, 1942_, Bureau 
of Labor Ste.tistics, :Boston, 1949, P• 1 
Zwbi te Collar Contracts~ Natiohal Industria.l Conference :Board, !nee 
New York, November 25. 1949, pe 1 
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8. The office occupation fielo., like others, has its advantagesand dis-
advantages. Some of the advantages are as follows e 
a. The modern office provid.es attractive surroundings for i ts !Orkers• 
Good lighting, ventilationj and attractive rest rooms are pro-
vided in many of today 1s offices. 
bo Few health hazards or physical exertions are connected wi t h 
office work which might seriously injure the \torker or illTT.Jai r 
his future earning pO\'Ier" 
c. Office work is not seasonal, and is less sensitive t o cha.nging 
economic conditions than other kinds of' work, During depression 
t i me s fetter clerical \'IOrkers a.re lai d off' than laborers i n most 
other occupations in the same re~e range. 
d. Regular hours prevail in this f ield. In Hartforct, for example, 
a Bureau of Labor Statistics survey revealed that 70 ·per cent 
of women office workers had scheduled work weeks of less than 
40 hours.1 
e. Employee benefits in the~fice field oftentimes are greater than 
those offered in other fields. A recent Naional Industrial Board 
survey comparing benefits of office workers with those received 
by production workers revealed that 46 per cent of the office 
workers received paid sick leave while 13 per cent of' the pro-
duction workers received the same benefit; 22 per cent of the 
office workers received the benefit of group insurance, while 
18 per cent of the production workers had group insurance; 
1Salaries of Office Clerical Workers !B. Hartford, J <:.ma.ry, 1949, Bureau 
of Labor Stati;tics, Boston, 1949, p. 1 
while four per cent of the production workers received pensi ons , 
ll per cent of the office workers received pensions; a maximum 
vacation of three weeks or more was provided in half of the office 
contracts, as contrasted with a two-week ~?..ximum i n t wo-thi rds of 
the production contracts.l 
(l) According to a report of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
insurance ple.ns are provided for a large majority of office 
workers. 
(2) Medical facilities, group insurance, and hospitali zation 
plans are usually provided for office workers. This is 
especially true of offices in the Hc,rtford-tRd.dleto\~ area. 
f. Many famous people have used office positions a s steppi ng stones 
to fame and fortune . Students should r ememb er , however . thr~t 
the way to the top i s as difficult i n this f i eld as i n any other , 
and is r eaclwd only through har d work, perseverance , patience , 
and int elligent application. 
9. Some of t he disadvan~.ge s of working in · the office occupation field 
are: 
a. ~~ r outine, monotonous jobs exist among office occupati ons--
jobs Which a person of superior intelligence sometimes finds 
very boring. 
b. Many jobs exist in the field whiCh do not lead to advancement. 
1White Collar~· Produc~ Workers , National Industrial Conference 
Board, Inc., New York, November 9, 1949, P• l 
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Routine office v1orkers oft en reach a limit after a fe\'T raises 
a.nd continue to receive the same pay regardless of hot'l long they 
continue to '\'Tork~ 
c. Clerical vrorkers are paid consistently less than many s..~illed and 
semi-skilled \;'orkers. 
d . Wages of clerical t.,rorkers are in the 11 fixed 11 classification and 
do not keep pace with those of many others during periods of 
rapidly rising \·rages . 
e. Since most offices are not m1ionized, office employees do not 
receive the benefits often provided to members of the union. 
The exploitation of employees is more likely to thrive t~Jhen 
unionization does not exist, although this is by no means 
universally true~ 
f. Office employees must dress neatly and attractively at all times. 
This means a greater clothing budget and a further drain on a 
frequently meager budget. 
10. Additional information about office occupations may be obtained by: 
a . Intervie.,.ring people engaged in office \-rork. 
b . Reading guidance books and periodicals. 
c. Visiting places of employment. 
d. Consulting w1:mt-ads in local and other papers. 
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ASSlGNMEl~ SHEET (Duplicated) 
INSTRUCTIONS. The assignments on the follo\dng pages are to be com-
pleted during the course of this unit. In section I, you are given 
a list of required and optional readings for the course. In order 
to take an active part in scheduled activities, you need to read all 
the references indicted on the required reading list. Section II 
contains a variety of activities. Those activities marked with an 
asterisk (*) are to be done by all members of the class. Unstarred 
activities are optional and. may be done on a vol1U1tar,r basisa 
You are urged to have your assignments re~dy on time, and to do 
as much optional work as you can. At the end of this course» a test 
will be given. Your mark on the test plus the work you have done on 
your assignments will determine your final mark for the course. 
A tenta tive work schedule i s attached to give you some idea· of 
when certain topics will be cove red in class. Read the questions and 
use them as a guide in your reading. 
The business education instru.ctor is available at all times for 
conference should you require any assistance in the completion of your 
assignments~ A schedule of conferences has been established so that 
each student ~ill have an opportunity to discuss his occupational prob-
lems at length. 
I 
II 
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SEC':i:IO:t:r I BEQ,UIBED READINGS 
1. Clerks .!a_ Offices, Occupational Outline No .. 32, Science Research 
Associates, Chicago, Illinois. (Read all four pages.) 
2. Clerical .Salaries, National Industrial Conference Board, Inc., New 
York, JuJ.y 8, 1949. 1 page. (Examine carefully.) 
4. 
s. 
6. 
8. 
10. 
11. 
12., 
~ DescriptioU,! .. !Q!..Office Occ~:pati.RE,!• 
Printing Offic , Washington, 1946a 
United States Gover nment 
PP• XI-D.-vie 
~ Ooportu.ni ties W. High School Gre.dua te s, 1949, Aetna Life I n-
. surance Company Affiliated Companies, B8.rtford, Connecticut, 
June, 1949. (Read both pages.) 
MacGibbon, l!D.izaheth Gregg. Fitting Yourself .!2!_l3usiness: -~ 
~ Employer .. ~ Besides .Skills, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
New York, 1941. pp. l-25; 7Q-l02; 248-2?3· 
Occu;gational . Outlook.Handbook, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 
No. 940, United States Government Printing Office, Washington, 
D. C •• 1948. PP• 26-27; 118-119. 
Robinson, Edwin M. , TrainiB& for . .Jill.!. Modern. Office, McGr.aw-Rill 
Book Compa.Dy, New York , 1939, PP• 5.5-63. 
Salaries .2!. Office _Clerical Workers.!!!_ Hartfor..(l, _Januarz, ... ~. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Boston, 1949. (Bead first page 
and seen remainder as basis for class discussion.) 
Salari~gf Office Clerical Workers .!a_ Boston, January,~~ 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Boston~ 1949. (Read first page 
and scan remainder as basis for class discussion.) 
Salaries. of Office Clerica.l Workers !!!_ H.e.w York, February, !2!!:2., 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, New York, 1949. (Bead first 
page and scan remainder as basis for class discussion.) 
Schlorb, Lester J. a.nd Medsker, Leland L. Clerical Occtwation.!h 
Science Research Associatesi Chicago, 1947. pp., ,5-16; 33-49 .. 
White Collar Contracts, National Industri2.l Conference :Soard, Inc. , 
Ne\"t York, November 25, 1949. 1 page. (Examine carefully.) 
White Collar Vs. Production ~1orkers, Natione..l Industrial Conference 
:Soard, I~., New York, November 9, 1949. 1 page. (E:xa.mine 
carefully.) · 
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SECTI Olq II OPTIONAL READINGS 
1. Cra f • John R., "Sala.riea Paid to Office \'lorkers. " , ~ Jourm~l 91. 
Bu.si~ ss , Education, November, 1948. 
2w Falk, Robert D., IQJu:. 1I1.m. School Recor.d.-~ ;U. ~?, South Dakota 
Press, Pierre, Sou.th Dakota, 1949. 
3. French, Francis E., "Adjustment that l~st Be Made by Beginning Of fice 
Workers. •, Balance Sheet, Februa,ry, 1947. 
4. Ki esling, :Ba~t, C., "The :Busines s Girls in Motion Pic t u res," The 
~sin~se .Education World, .J anuary, 1947:.0 
S· Meade, Kenneth A., "Selection and TrB.ining Office Employees , 11 
American Business Education, March, 1949. 
6. ~ ~ ~. Pamphlet, Aetna Life I nsurance Company, Hartford, 
Connecticut, November 7, 1949. 
7. ~~Office , Employee Publication, Metropolitan Insurance , New York, 
New York .. 
8. ~Travelers _:Beacon; Employee Publicati on, Tra.velere Insurance Company, 
Hartford, Connecticut. 
9. You~ !2Ja: . Compa.ny, Pamphlet, Amer ican Mu.tue.l Liability Insurance 
Company, September, 1949, Boston, Massachusetts. 
10. You & ~John Hancock_, Pamphlet, John Hancock Insurance Company, 
Boston, Massachusetts. 
11. Your Career ~.John H.ancock., Pamphlet, John Hancock Insurance Company, 
Boston, Massachusetts. 
\/ 
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OPTIONAL PROJECTS A}lD ACTIVITIES 
•1. State in your own words what you believe is meant by the term 
"office occupations." Type this information neatly in your notebook 
and be prepared to use it in a class discussion. Underneath your 
own definition, type the definition given in~ Descriptions i2£ 
Office Occupations. 
*2. Write a SOQ-1000 word essay Showing contributions made by clerical 
occupations to t he civilization of the period of history you are 
now studying. You will receive a mark in history for this as 
well as receiving credit in this course. 
*3· Using information in the :Bureau of Census Report, Abstract of the. 
Sixteenth .Census, draw a bar graph showing the five clerical 
occupations employing the greatest number of people in 1940. 
!4. Everyone will be required to maintain a notebook of pertinent in-
forma.tion in the office occupation field. All assignments which 
are returned to you should be kept in this notebook , along with 
lecture notes and information you may have gathered on your own. 
Notebooks ,.,ill be exe.mined for quality, accuracy, neatn&ss, and .:-/. 
quantity in that order of importance • 
. *S• Write a report comparing office work with another occupation field, 
emphasizing such facts as hours of work, salary , health require-
ments, educational requirements, possibility of advancement, and 
general working condi tiona. Make your report infol'Illal, and arrange 
it in outline form. Information !or such a report is available in 
the guidance library, high school library and business education 
room. 
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*6. During the course, several East Hampton High School gra.dw;,tes 1A'ill 
relate their experiences in securing employment, in meeting estab-
lished job req~irements, and in adjusting themselves to their of-
fice jobs. Since these girls work duDng school hours, the interview 
will take place after school and will be recorded for future pre-
senta tion. All members of the class are in vi ted to take part in 
the recorded interview. Those who cannot attend are asked to sub-
mit questions they would like to ask the graduates. 
*7• ~~e a poster "selling" the office occupation field. as a career. 
Reme111ber that you must portray your point quickly and with simple 
means .. 
*8. Some East Hampton students are at present taking extension courses. 
lntervie\'T them with reference to their opinions of the value of 
suCh training and be prepared to report to the class. 
*9· Consult the Home Study :Blue ~~A Directory 2i_ Private .Rome 
Schools ~ .Courses.~ List the courses offered by correspondence 
schools which might be of value to office workers who might wish 
to further their training. 
*10. Catalogs for all business schools and colleges are available in 
the guidance librar,y. Select any two in which you are interested. 
De sure to report your choice to your instructor in order to avoid 
duplication. Make a condensed report emphasizing the following points: 
(a) general reputation of' school, (b) entrance requirements, 
1~_ Stu.dY; Blue :Book ~_Directon . Q!.Private Home Schools ~ 
Courses 
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(c) tuition and living costs, (d) available scholarships, 
(e) information of general interest to the class. 
*ll. Adult training classes are held in !vliddleto't..rn twice a eek . 
Volunteer to visit the director at the Mic:Id.letol·Tn High s·Chool 
and. find out from him 't'rhat courses are offered, what night classes 
are held, the length of the class 1)6riod.s, any any other informa-
tion you might consider important. Take shorthand notes and 
transcribe the information nea tly so t~~t it may be posted on 
the bulletin board. Please leave your name wi th your instructor 
in order to avoid duplication. 
*12. All members of the class will belong to the bulletin board com-
mittee. Every week, two membe :;--s of the class will be responsible 
for a new display of material concerned with office occupations. 
Pictures, elippin?;s, classified ads, graphs, charts, and other 
materials are acceptable if they relate to office occupations. 
Check the tentative schedule of work for the course, and try to 
m.tch your display 'tdth the topic to be discussed when yon have 
the bulletin board assignment. 
*13. Two visits have been planned for this year~ These are the bank 
in East Hampton and the Travelers Insurance Company i n Hartford. 
:Before each of these visits, you will be briefed on points to 
observe. After each visit, you will be 8.sked. to write a short 
report of your impressions~ This will be an assignment in 
English for which you will receive a. mark from your English 
teacher as well as credit in this unit. 
·,14. Read one or 'Mo of the employee publicat i ons listed on your sheet 
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of optional readings. Be prepared to report to the class 
regarding the social life of office employees as revealed 
through these publications. 
·15. Team up with one of your fellow students in presenting a 
picture of a "typical" office girl, describing the girl's 
educational qualifications, skills, ap-:-.eara.nce, and personality. 
' 16. Write to firms in the greater Hartford area and to large national 
firms, requesting informa.ti on regarding on-the-job and/ or 
other kinds of training availabl e for office employees. The 
letters a.re to be typed on school letter-head and \'Till con-
cern (a) training available, (b) kinds of training, (c) cost, 
if any, of training, and (d) what bearing, if any, training 
has on chances for promotion. 
'' 17. A joint meeting of this class and the \-vork experience students 
will be held. At that time the \'rork experience girls will at-
tempt to give a first-hand impression of life in the office as 
they see it. You are to take notes of this meeting in short-
band and transcribe the results in neat type\'rri t ten form. 
Your shorthand instructor will give you more infonnation rel~ 
tive to techniques involved in taking notes of a meeting. 
Those students who do no t take shorthand will be expected to 
take notes in longhand ancl to type as complete a report as 
possfble. 
"18e The class will cond.uct an informal survey of the jobs held. by 
last year's graduates. You may volunteer to serve on committees 
to do one of the following~ 
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a. . Oompotte a.n appropria te form letter, postal card size . 
b. Type and duplicate this for m on a stencil. 
c . O'IJtain a.d.dresses of graduate s from i nstruct or and Irk'l.i l 
f orms. · 
d. Tabulate and r eport results to classa 
· 19. EXamine the colle ction of poetry in the high school library .. 
Select sevel"al poems concerning office or clerical occu:_pations 
and be prep~~red to read them aloud to the class. 
20. Using the \·;ant ads in the Hartford Co·..trant, Mid.QJ.~own Press, .and 
New York Times, as a basis, each member of the class wi ll tabu-
late information in accordance with the follol'ling example: 
RARTFOltD COUllANT, September 14, 1950 
Position Experience N9eded Salatt Skill Education 
Stenographer None $3.5· Wk. Type 4.5 high 
wpm school 
.Bookkeeper 3 years Not given high 
school 
A schedule •~ll be arranged so that each student will be res-
ponsible for the want ads of a different day. 
· 21. Many famous persons IJ..oq.ve begun their careers by working in offices • 
.Be prepared to give a short biographical summary of the life of 
such a person. .Biographical information about such people as 
.Bernard .Baruch, Dane Bose. John Rockefeller and Fierello La-
Guardia would be particularly significant. 
' 22. .Bring to class a clipping announcing the ap~ointment of a 
prominent person to an important business post . Indicate some 
of the qualities \'lhich helped him secure thia i m;porta.nt :posi tiol].. 
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-"'23. Volunteer to take part in a panel discussion on a topic such as , 
"Advantages ana. Disadvanta.gee OJ:" ~he l;lerica.l Occupation Field." 
24. Make up a list of sources in the guidance library which might 
be used to give more information about office work. 
2.5• . Examine carefully the table on page 2.53 of MacGiboon ' s !ii~ 
Yours~lf' ill_ Business. ~e a chart sho\'Ting the percentage of 
persons who lost their jobs because of laCk of specific Skills 
and those who ,.,ere dismissed because of deficiencies in 
character traits. What character trait accounted for the largest 
percentage of dismissals! 
26. Read the contrasting descriptions of the office as it t-ras in 1890 
and as it is today in Clerical Ocmtpations. Be prepared to report 
to the class. Illustrate your report with pictures of both kinds 
of offices. 
TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF WORK 
PERIOD 1 
1 . Introduction. 
2. Pre- t est . 
). Distribution of' assignment sheet. 
Q.UESTIONS FOR GUIDA:rCE: What do you hope t o gain from this unit? 
Can you see any need foi informat ion regardir~ off ice occnpations? 
What use might be made of this information? What is t he connecti on 
between this unit and previous guidance courses you have had? 
I f you have any ~estions to ask about the assignment sheet, pl ease 
feel fre · to do so at any time. This first period might be a good 
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time to straighten out such questions for the benefit o:f the whol e class. 
PERIOD 2 
1 . Film: · 11Wba.t • s An Office .A.nyhow? 11 
2. Class discussion of film and of general t opic of clerical o~eupations. 
3. Report on Assignment 1. (Definit ion of Office Occupations) 
Q.UESTIOJ:iS FOR GUIDANCE: Did you l earn anything from the film that would 
give you a better idea of life i n an office? Did the off ice life shown 
in the film seem real t o you? How did it compare with office life as 
depicted in f eature f ilms you have seen? 
What are some of the jobs done in an oifice? What is a awhit e collar 
workerUf Do you believe the oid s~ing that "office workers use their 
minds and manual workers use their hands? Are office workers superior 
or inferior t o other workers? 
READirJG PREPARATION: ~Descriptions for Office Occupat ions, p. VI 
Training !2!:, ~ Modern Office, p. 17-25 
PERIOD 3_ 
1. Lect ure and discussion of topic, "Statistical Importance of 
Clerical Workers in the u. s. II 
2. Report on r el ated optional assignment. 
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Q.UESTIONS FOR GUIDAliCE: How does the number of clerical workers 
compare with that in the other classifications established b,y the 
Bureau of Census? Which are the largest groups of workers in the field? 
Which industries employ the great est number of clerial workers? How 
many persons were employed in this field in 19407 What per c~nt of 
working women are engaged in the :field? How does the number of 
clerical workers to~ compare with the number in 18901 
READING PREPARATION: ~ Descriptions for Office Occupations, p. XVIII 
Oc~pational Outlook Handbook, p. 25; p. 119 
Clerical Occupations, p. 42 
Abstract of 1940 Censns, p. 52 
PmiOD 4 
1. Lecture and discussion of topic, "A Brief History of the Clerical 
Occupations. 1 ,. . .. . -
2. Report on Assignment 2 (Effects of Clerical Occupations Upon a 
·· Particular Period in Hist ory) 
J. Optional related assignments. 
Q.UESTIOl~S FOR GUIDANCE: Who were the. earliest , clerical workers't What 
part did t he early clerical workers pley. in the government of Athens? 
What is the derivation of the word "clerk1 ? What effect did the industrial 
revolution haVe on the office occupation field? When and by whom was 
the firs t typewriter invent ed? How did this invention affect the growth 
of the_clerical occupations? 
REA.DilRl .::f:lR~~T~Q~h Job Descriptions i2.!:, Office Occupat ions, p. ~I. 
P]JRIOD .5 
Clerical Occupations , P• 5 
Office Workers , p. 4 
1. Lect"u.re and discussion of to~ic_,; .~o~~pational outlook for. 
· . Of fice i'iorkers. " 
2~ Optional related assignments . 
J. Reading of reports from Stat e Employment Office and greater 
Hartford employment -agencies regarding prospect s in that area. 
Q,UESTIOU~ F.OR GUIDA.l~CE: Wha.t are the general · prospect s for employment 
in the office occupation f ield? What eff ect does increased mechanization 
have upon a "'!&ilable_ jobs?. Are r outine jobs more plentiful than t hose 
requiring a high degree of sldllf . How do job opportunities differ 
• 
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according to . indust rial division? Would a prospective office wor ker be 
better off beginning in a new field such as television or in an old 
es t ablished field such as insurance? 
REA.DliiG PREP.AB.A.TION: Occupational Outlook Handbook, p. 118 
Pl'lilOD 6 
Job Descrintions !2£ Otfice Occupations, p. XI 
Clerical Occupations, p. 42 
EEVIEW PERIOD. To be used to cat ch up on work not previously 
covered~ and t o allow t~e ·to wol•k on required and optional 
assignment s. 
PEEUOD Z 
1. Assignment ? (Recorded Interview of East ·Hampton Graduates by 
Members of the .Class) 
2. D1scnssion of recording. 
QPESTIONS FOR GUIDANCE: Did the· graduates have .to take any tests before 
obtaining t heir · joba7 If so, what kind of tests? Were t hey asked to 
operate any machines? \fuich ones? W'.aa.t a.d..ius.tment s were the most ·difficult 
for them to make? 'What training did . . they feel was of most use to t hem 
in their work? What subjects taken in school were most useful to them? 
Did most of t hem appear to be happy in their work? 
READING PREPARATION; Fitting Yourself For Business, p. 25; p. ?0; P• 248 
Office Workers, p. 142 
PEEUOD 8 
~ Descriptions ~ Office Occupations, p. XXV 
Trainity; m · the MoO.ern Off ice, P• 12 
Clerical Occuuations, p. 21 · 
. 
1. Student discussion of topic, "Qualifications Req~ired of the 
Office Workern. 
. . 
2. Previet'l of visit to Traveler s I nslirance Company. (Mimeographed. 
instruct ions to be dis t ributed at this t i~e) 
Q,UESTIONS F'OR GUIDAJ.~CE: What kind of training do employers prefer that 
their office workers have? ~bat definite skills are re~ired of office 
workers! What kin4s of tests are given to applicwlts for office jobsf 
What school subjects are ilaportan.t to off ice worker~? What part does 
personality pl~ in the success of the office worker? Is union member-
ship a us~ requirement of the office worker? 
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READING PREPARATION: See r ef erences for period 7. 
P:ERIOD 9 
I 
FIELD TRIP TO TRAVELERS IUSUB.ANCE CO!,fPA!IT 
PERIOD 10 
1. Reading of reports, Assignment 14, student chairman in charge. 
2. Q,uestions and comments on visit to Travelers Insurance. 
Q,UESTl:ONS FOR GUIDA1WE: How did th.e offices you saw on this trip 
conpare with those you have seen? How did they compar e "rith those des-
cribed by the graduates in the recorded interview? What sort of work 
was a.on by t h.e gi1·ls you obse't"Ved? What kinds of machines were usedt 
Did the girls l ook neat? How woul~ you describe the personality and 
appea:t•ance of your €,uide't 
PERIOD ll 
1 . Lecture and discnssion of topic, "Additional Training f or t he 
High School Graduate in the Office Opcupations Field. " 
2. Reports on relat ed optional assig~ents. 
~STlOl~S FOR GUIDA.lmE: What is the advantage of a ttending business 
school or college? Is it possible to be successfUl in t he clerical 
occupations field without a ttending school beyond high school? Are . 
people who have had advanced training more likely t o be pr omoted t han those 
who have not? How much would it cost you to attend. the busiuess school 
neares t ~st Haurpto:u--11or se l3usiuess School and Hillye1• College , for 
example! 
In the ~aport on optional assignment 17, how many firms which answered 
lett~rs reported training programs for bheir office employees? Wnat 
kind. of. training was involved? How did the t raining offered by firms 
in t he Middletown-Hartford area compare with t hat offered by national 
f irm sf 
Under what c i r cumstances do yau·believe ext ension training could be of 
va lue ·t o you? .. Wer e you aware that many great men have become successful 
through home study? What courses offered by correspondence schools 
mi~t be 9f ._-value . to an office worlcert · · 
P.EADI:t{G PREPARATIOl'l': Fitting Yourself iS!£. :Business, p. 20; p. 60; p.422 
l2J?_ Descrintions for Office Occupations, p. ·XXVI 
Office Workers, p. 48 
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PEEUOD 12 
:aEVU.'W P:ERIOD 
P:HRIOD 13 
1. Assignment 18, joint meeting with work experience student s. 
2. Report on relat ed optional assignments. 
Q,UESTIOUS FOR GUIDAl;rCE: W'.oa.t difference was t he1•e between wo1•king in 
an oifice and doing simil ar work in the classroom! How did the work 
experience students • knowledge of fundamentals play a. part in t heir 
a.cti -vi.ties? How did the s t udents react to working under 1'p1•essure"? 
W'.nat kind of work did. t he students do? What subjects taken in school 
helped t hem most on their jobs? In l'rha.t areas did t hey feel mos t 
deficient? 
PE&IOD 14 
1. Bead~ng of r eports, a s signment 18. Class vote to determine the 
best report. 
2. Expla.ne.·liion of informal survey to be made of last year • s 
graduates. Distribution of typed. assignment s t o various 
committees for this survey. (Assignment 19) 
3. Preview of field trip to East Hampton Batik. 
PmiOD 15 
FIELD TRIP TO EAST H.A}U'TON BA.lq}C 
PERIOD 16 
1. Reading of reports, assignment 14. 
2. Q;uestions and conunents on visit t o East Hampton :Bank. 
QUESTION FOR GUIDANCE: W'.oa.t effect did the size of this office have 
upon the kind of work done! The kind of machines used? Row did this 
office compare wi'lih t he offices of the fl'lraveler s Insw.·a.nce CompB.ey? 
Would you pref er t o work in~ smSller or laxger office! What might be 
some adva.ntages of working in e. small office! Some disa.dvanta.gesl 
What would be some advantages of working in a large office? Some dis-
advantages! In which office would you be apt to. perform a greater 
diversity of tasks? Which office would have greater opportunities for 
promotion? Why? · · 
PJmiOD 17 
1. Lecture and discus ion of topic, "Salaries and ProL'lotions 
in the Office Occnpations Fi&ld." 
2. Related optional assignments. 
QPESTIONS FOR GUIDAUCE: What salary can a. "oeginning office worker expect 
to receive? What factors affect salaries in various communities? What 
is the relationship between sal&·ies :t.•eceived and the cost of living? 
Ro\'1 do clerica.l salaries compare with those paid in other fields? What 
is "telt:e-home" pey? What is the difference between office sal&·ies in 
to\rns and those in cit ies? What effect do economic changes have upon 
office salaries? Row do the salaries received by women comr~e to those 
received by men? 
READING PREPAB.ATIOlT: ~ Descriptions for Office Occupations, p. XXII 
Clerical Occupations, p. 33 
P~ltiOD 18 
Clerks ~ Offices, p. 2 
Clerical Salaries, p. 1 
Job Opportunities for High School Graduates, p. 1 
Bureau of Labor Statistics Reports. 
1. Lecture and discussion of t opic, ~ployee Benefits For Office 
Workers." 
2. BBlated optional assignments. 
QUESTIONS FOR GUIDANCE: What other factors should an office worker co~ 
sider in addition to salary? Do many office workers receive additional 
employee benefits! What is the usual le~~h of vacat ions given to 
office workers? What have you leained from your reading of medical 
facilities, group insurance, and hospitalization plans for office workers? 
READING PREPARATION: See list for period 17 
Wnite Collar Contracts, p. 1 
White Collar ,Y:t. Production Workers, p. 1 
P:rmiOD 19 
REVIEW PmiOD 
P:Jm:UOD 20 
1. Discussion of available sources of additional information 
r egarding office occupations. 
2. Assignment 22, Want Ad Report 
3. Assignment 19, Survey of g1·aduates 
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Q,UESTIONS FOR GUIDA.l~CE: From what periodicals on file in the g;uida.nce 
library ~ one obtain further information on office occupations? Wnat 
governwe t reports might help you understand more of the office f ield! 
What can be gained by speald.~ with office workers regarding opportunities 
i n the office occupation field! What info~illation is revealed by the 
report of want ads! vraa.t kind. of job openings are mentioned in t he 
Middletown area? The Hartford area? Are you eligible for most of these 
jobs? Row many ads specified that experience was required? Comparing 
opportunities in Hartford with those in New York, what is t he difference 
in se.la:ry't 
PERIOD 2l 
1. Pa.nal discussion of topic, "Advantages and Disadvantages of 
of Working in the Office Occupations Field." 
Q,UESTIONS FOR GUIDANCE: Judging from what you have read, what was reported 
by last year 1s graduates, and what you observed on your field t rips, 
would you s~ that most offices offer attractive surroundings for their 
workers? Do you believe that a person of :poor health could still 
undertake a career as an office worker? . Under what conditions would you 
sey this was true? Wha·b have you learned about the hours worked by office 
workers? Would you say this feature was an advantage or a clisadvant a.ge? 
Do you agree withihe claim that office work is monotonous! Under what 
circumstances would you say this was so? What are the chances for 
advancement in the of fice occupations field? 
PmiOD 22 
UNIT EXAMINATION 
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lvi.A.STERY TEST 
PART I. Some of the fo~lowing statements are true, some ere f alse . If 
the statement is true, ~~ite a t sign in the parentheses opposite 
the statement; if the statement is false, '<fl'ite a - sign in the 
pa.renthese.s. Remember th~:.t if aey part of the statement i s 
false the entire statement is considered false. 
{ ) 1. Office occupations are mainly concerned with handling t he communi-
cations and keeping the records of an organization. 
{ ) 2. Clerical work originated with the invention of the typewriter . 
{ ) 3. Cler ical and office work have come to have the same meani ng. 
( ) 4. The word "clerk" originally meant one who wrote. 
{ ) 5. Originally women dominated the clerical field, but in recent years 
the number of men in the field have increased to the point where 
more men than women a.J.•e now working in the field. 
{ ) 6. The majority of clerical workers have jobs in offices of ma~ 
facturing plants. 
( ) ?. Clerical workers usually experience difficulty in finding jobs 
because of the limited mtmber of openings . 
( ) 8. The introduction of l abor-saving devices means that clerical 
opportunities are on the downgrade. 
( ) 9. The advantage of business school training is that it enables one 
to specialize. 
{ ) 10. The approximate yearly cost of attending a business school or 
college, including tuition expense and living cost is $1,000. 
( ) 11. The two business schools nearest East Hampton are Morse Business 
School and Hillyer College. 
( ) 12. :Beginnill€ stenographers · are usually-expected to ta.k:e shorthand 
dictation at 120 words per minute. 
( ) 13. Employers hire typists t o type and do not expect them to be able t o 
operat e other office machines. 
( ) 14. The beginning of fice worker has difficulty in securing his f i r s t job , 
since employers prefer experienced help. 
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( ) 15. The inexperienced worker 's chances for obtaining employment are 
better in a l~ge than in a small f irm. 
( ) 16. A pleasant persona.l.ity is more important to an office worker than 
to a research worker. 
( ) 17. Since the average office worker will be concerned with skills 
such as typing, shorthand and machine operation, he is not expected 
to concentrate on the mastery of such subjects as English 
and arithmetic. 
( ) 18. Whenever the other workers in a firm become unionized, the office 
workers automatically become members of that union. 
( ) 19. Office salaries are generally larger in cities than in towns. 
( ) 20. In surveys conducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, salaries 
of office workers were found to be greater in New York than 
in Boston. 
( ) 21. The great majorit,r of office workers do not receive increases in 
saJ.ary· the first few years · of· employment, but are promoted and 
receive raises after a few years on the job. 
( ) 22. Insurance plans are provided more often f or production \'lorkers 
than for office workers. 
( ) 23• One of the dis~vantages of working in an office is that ma.ey 
machines are used which are hazardous to one 1 s health. 
( ) 24. During times of depression fewer cler~cal workers are l aid off 
~~n '\'t<?rkers in a. majoritY of otber occupations in about th~ . same 
"'~e r~ge. 
( ) 25. Clerical .work contains ma.ey "bl;nd-a.lleyu jobs • 
... . 
( ) 26. The average work week for ofdce \'lorkers is about 45 hours a ;.reek. 
( ·) 2'7. !vl:aey ;'~()US people have used clerical positions as stepping s~ones 
~~ important positions. 
( ) 2B. Surve.ys reveal that office sal~ies vary according to industry, 
some industries paying more than others. 
( ) 29. Training f or office workers is sometines provided by employers . 
( ) )0 . Great , opportunities for cie~ical l'Iorkers in Connecticut exist 
i n the wholesale and retail trade. 
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( ) 31. "There's Alweys Room at the Top" ·applies to off ice workers as 
it does to workers in other occupation fields. 
{ ) 32. According to a recent report of the state employment office, 
there are very few office jobs available in the l1id.dletowu area 
at present. 
( ) 33. Copies of tests used by firms in the Ha.rt f ord-Hid.dletown area 
are on file in t he business education room. 
( ) 34. A reading of the want a.d.s will reveal something of tb.e demand for 
office workers. 
( ) 35. Vocational Trends is the name of a pamphlet devoted to infor~tion 
about office occupations. 
( ) 36. The Bureau of Labor Statistics is a division of the Bureau of 
Census. 
( ) 37. The 1950 census wil l reveal information about the number of peopl e 
in the office occupation field. 
{ ) 38. It is the duty of -the guidance counselor to find an of fice job 
he can obtain. 
{ ) 39. The high school record of a student bas much to do with t he kind 
of job he can obtain. 
( ) 40. Tal king to other office workers about their work is not beneficial 
because one might meet e.n office worker who is prejudiced about 
the work. 
{ ) 41. Office worker use their minds while manual workers use their 
hands. 
( ) 42. The term 1'white collar workers" includes professional l'rorkers as 
well as clerical workers. 
( ) 43. Office work appears more respectable socially than other kinds 
of work. 
( ) 44. Opportunities for clerical workers are best in old, established 
industries rather than in new. and grow1ng ones. 
( ) 45. The opportunity for promotion is still greater among production 
workers than among office workers. 
( ) 46. Most beginning clerical workers eDga.ge in routine work and are 
not well paid. 
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( ) 47. Office salaries in the construction business are good in t imes 
of depression and poor in times of prosperity. 
( ) 48. Clerical jobs in general manufacturing and service concerns are 
better :paid than similar jobs in other industries. 
( ) 49. Workers in transportation and public utilities do not receive 
comparatively high salaries in times of prosperity, but have 
greater security in times of depression. 
( ) 50. Before loo1dng for a clerical job the student should examine 
his abilitities and motives closely in relation to the demands 
of the off ice occupation fiel d. 
( ) 51. In times of depression, public and business schools cannot 
graduate enough -~siness education graduates to keep up wit h 
the demand. 
( ) 52. Some office managers prefer to hire girls who are content to 
remain routine clerks. 
( ) 53. The chief psychological result of the introduction of machinery 
to the office occupation field has been an increase in monoto~ 
and routine. 
( ) 54. Mechanization tends to deprive many clerical workers of jobs. 
( ) 5.5. One of the factors responsible for lack of unionization among 
office work~rs is the prejudice of white collar workers against 
being associated with production workers. 
PART II. Circle t he correct answer in the following multiple choice 
questions. 
1. The office occupation field received its greatest impetus with 
the invention of: 
• a. Shorthand 
b. The calculator 
c. The tY:Pewriter 
d.. Bookkeeping 
2. In 1947 the proportion of clerical workers to other workers was: 
a. l in 1.5 
b. 1 in 25 
c., 1 in 8 
d. 1 in 1.5 
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). According to the 1940 Census the number of people engaged in 
clerical and kindred occupations amount ed to : 
a. Five million 
b. One million 
c. Ten million 
d. Six million 
·- 4. In 194? the per cent of clerical. and kindred workers in proportion 
to the total working :population was: 
a. 24% 
b. 17% 
c. 4~ 
d. 33% 
S· In 1949 the percentage of women engaged in clerical occupations 
in relation to the total working women population was: 
6. During the period from 1910-1940, the number of workers in the 
office occupation field: 
a. Incr eased mor e than those in any other field. 
b. Decreased more than those in any other field. 
c. Remained approximately the same. 
d. I ncreased slightly to keep pace with workers in other fields. 
'7. According to the Occupational Outlook Handbook, the chances of 
employment in the clerical field are: 
a. Generally poor 
b. Fairly good 
c. Excell ent 
d. Not as good as those in ot her fields. 
8. The three raajor clerical oceupations ranked as follows in 1940: 
~· Stenographers, Office Boys, and Shipping Clerks 
b. B~okkeepers, Stenographer s, and Telephone · Operators 
c. Telephone Operators, St enographers, and Bookkeepers 
d. Stenographers, Bookkeepers, and Shipping Clerks 
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9. The proportion of men and women in t he field of bookkeepers, 
accountants, and cashiers is: 
a. Predominantly women 
b. Predominantly men 
c . About evenly divided between men and women 
d. Slightly more men t han women 
10. The cost of training a new office empl oyee is said to be: 
a. $125 
b. $275 
c. $350 
d. $500 
11. A list of approved business schools is published in: 
a. !merican Colleges ~Universities 
b. ~ Directory of Private Business Schools in ~ Uni ted States 
c. Business Schools in t he United States 
d. jmerican Business Schools 
12. Free adult education courses are offered at: 
a. Middletown High School 
b. East Hampt on High School 
c. · Wesleyan University 
d. Portland High School 
13. Mos t firms prefer that their office worker s sho~d have: 
a. High School education 
b. Business School educat ion 
c. College education 
d. Rome Study educat ion 
14. Surve,ys have revealed that the greatest nrunber of offic e workers 
are dismissed because of : 
a. Lack of specific skill in typing 
b. Irresponsibilit y 
c. Lack of specific skill in spelling 
d. Carel essness 
15. The deficiency preventing the promoti on of the greatest per cent 
of office workers as re ealed in one survey was: 
a. Weakness in arithmetic 
b. Poor penmanship 
c. Lack of iniative 
d. Dishonesty 
16. As of 1949, the per cent of offices reported ·i;o be unionized in 
the United St ates was: 
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a. 15% 
b. ~ 
c. 32% 
d. 43% 
· 17. A com:parson of salaries paid to men and women doing comparable 
work in the office occupation field reveals that: 
a. Men receive higher salaries than women 
b. Men receive more money in the city, t-romen in the country 
c. Men and women receive approximately the same salary 
d. Women receive higher salaries than men 
18. Salaries paid to women office workers in comparison to those 
paid to women production\'Drkers are: 
a. Slightly higher than those paid production workers 
b. Considerably lower than those paid production workers 
c. Slightly less than those paid to production workers 
d. Approximately the same as those paid to production workers 
19. Since l94o, salaries in the office occupation field have: 
a. Remained approximately the same, as have salaries in other fields. 
b •. Increased greatly, but not in proportion to salary increases 
in other fields. 
c. Increased slightly, to keep pace with raises in other occupation 
fields. 
d. Decreased slightly, in proportion to salary decreases in other 
occupation fields. 
20. According to the State Employment Office in :Middletown, beginning 
office workers ~ expect to receive weekly salaries of between: 
a. $20-$25 
b. $2.5-$30 
c. $3.5-$40 
d. $1.5-$20 
21 •. Weekly salaries of beginning office workers in the Hartford area 
are approximately: 
a. $20-$25 
b. $2.5-$30 
c. $3.5-$40 
d. $1.5-$20 
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22 . · So f ar a s mechanization is concerned, office occu~ations have: 
a . Lagged behind 
b . Kept pace ,iith other fields 
c. Forged ahead of other fields 
d . Hade slightly greater progress than other fields. 
23 . The first ad(Hng ma.chine ·.~ith keys like type'\'Tl'i t er ·ras invented by: 
a . Latham Sholes 
b. Uilliam Shartle 
c. Dorr E. Felt 
d . Alfred i'iunroe 
24 . The invention of the typ~·rriter: 
a . Caused more men to enter the offices, ~ince vronen 11ere toa 
frail to he>nc."~ e the early curnb ersorae machines . 
b. I ncrease<l the nu.rnber of \vomen to enter the field, since men 
lacked the pati ence to ho.ndle t he new machines. 
c . Ha.d no effect upon the number of men and women in the office 
d . Caused a gre.?.t increase of offi ce \1orkers of both sexes 
25 . The percente.ge of clerical uorlcers i n proportion to toto.l 110rkers 
in manufacturing pl ants is ; 
a . 10~ 
b. 20% 
c. 22% 
d . so% 
26 . Job security i s i mporta.nt i n every occupation . Clerical occu!_)ations 
offer; 
a . Less security than is offered_ i n other occupation fielcts 
b . The same a.rnount ·of securit~r offereo_ h. other fields 
c. l·!uch gree.t er security than is offered in any other fields 
d . Slightly more security thc'"'..n is found in other fields 
- 27 . The best in our national econor~ to be holdine an of ice 
job ~s : 
a . I n times of prosperity 
b. I n times of depression 
c . \'Then the country is enjoying 11 normal times" 
d . There is no 11best " time 
28 . The 1 inimum tlF.tge La,·r provides t hat all firms engagecl in interstate 
commerce must pay their em1Jlo;rees s. minimum hottrly vJage of: 
a . 45¢ 
b . 65¢ 
c. 509: 
d . 75¢ 
29. The typewriter was invented by: 
a. Edward Remington 
b. John Sundstrand 
c. Latham Shol es 
d. Johnston Warwith 
30. The highest salary paid women office workers in Hart ford in 
1949 was that paid t o technical stenographers , which was: 
a. $65 
b. $40 
c. $85 
d.. $55 
' ' 
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KEY TO HA.STERY TEST 
PARr I TRt.TJll...Ji'ALSE 
1 . f 19 . ~ 37. .1 I 2 . - 20. 38. -
3 . ~ 21. - 39. -f 4 . 22 . - 40. -
5 . 
-
23 . 
- 41. -
6 . - 34. -f· 42 . f 
7 . 
- 25. f 43v -
8 . 
-
26 . 
- 44. -
0 ~ 27 . ~ 45 . -"' • 10 . 28. 46 . f 
11. ~ 29. ~ 47 . -12. 30. 48 . ~ 13. - 31. f 49 . 
14 . - 32 . ~ 50 . f 15 . ~ 33. 51. -16. 34. f 52 . ~ 17 . 
-
35. 
- 53 . T 
18. 
-
36 . 
- 54. -
55. f 
PARI' II IlULTIPLE CHOICE 
1. c 1 " b . b 
2. c 17. a 
3 . a 18. c 
4 . b 19 . b 
5. c 20 . b 
6. a 21. b 
7. c 2" 
""• 
a 
8. d 23 . c 
9 . b 24. b 
10 . d 25 . a 
11. b 26 . d 
12. a 27 . b 
1 '< ...- . a 28 . d 
14 . d. 29. c 
15. c 30. d 
I.· 
,..., 
:2 ~ .. · 
""' 
i 
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CHAPTER IV 
UNIT II 
A STUDY OF SPECIFID OFl~ICE OCCUPATIONS 
Genercl St atement 
In addition to a general background knowledge of the office occu:f>&-
tiona field, business education student_s should become acquainted with 
pertinent information concerning a variety of specific office occupations. 
The prospective office worker should plan his career in order to avoid 
"blind-alley" jobs, leading nowhere. A knowledge of the requirements end 
promotional possibilities of specific occupations in the field will give 
s tudents a more definite vocational goal around which to plan. 
Delimitation of the Unit 
BOOKKEEPER 
1. According to the U~' s. !Ureau of Census, 856,488 people were employed 
as .bookkeepers, cashiers, and accountants in the United Stat es in 194o.1 
Of these, 410,243 were male and 446,205 were female. 
2. Two kinds of bookkeepers are listed by the Department of Labor: the 
general bookkeeper, and the bookkeeper who keeps one phase or section 
of a set of records. According to Job Descriptions for Office 
Occupations,2 tbe duties of the general bookkeeper are as follows: 
116th Census g! ~United States. 1940, u. · s. Dept. of Commerce, 
l3ureau of the Census, Government Printing Office, Washin&ton, 1940, p. 959. 
2Job Descriptions _~Office Occunations, Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D. c., 1946, p. 14 
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Records, recei')')ts. e.nd e:1.'"Penditures; enters in a special 
account or jou-rnal such transactions as money or credit 
received; sencls o1::..t bills c.nc,_ receives paynent s on accounts 
r eceivable; m::Uces payments on accounts payable; keeps a. sepa-
rate record of all cash paid or received; receives money paid 
i n ; balances the cash book d.:':l.ily and checks this b8.lance vith 
cash on hc"Uld; deuosits ca sh in the banl;:: e.nd mi"Jces 1-.rithdra\·ro.ls; 
keeps 2. set Of record.s pertaini ng to . the Current St:?.-::.us of the 
business; posts to the ledger; and periodica.lly totals and 
balances the general 1 dger it eme to determine the amoUJ'l.t of 
profit or loss sustP..ined by the Wl.l'l.<'l.geraent. 
are available at present for bookkeeping clerks and bookkeeping machine 
operators . Ho..,rever , the same source we.rns of keen competition in the 
long run . Openings for boolrJceepers ,.,ho are reouired to assume respon-
sibility for a complete set of books are fe'\'r, but there are openings 
in this field. I f general business conditions remain good , the n eed 
for bookkeepers \'!ill cont i nue to increase because of' the gro,·;th of · 
scient ific ma.nB,~ement in i ndustry , complex tax systems, and genere.l 
complexities of the economy. The great est source of jobs in this field 
'·rill continue to be the result of a cons ider able turnovert cha.ra.cteris-
tic of the field . 
"'= · Personal qualities v1hich e.re essentie.l for success in the 1)ookkeeping 
field are accuracy, skill in arithmetic, good eyesiGht, legible hancl-
':rriting , ability to pay close attention to detail, patience, and 
scrup1.1lous honesty. School subjects 't>hich help to secure and mainta in 
a job in the field. 2.re: book.~eeping , arithmetic , business l a'\·J, ru.1.d 
economics. 
5. High school orail.ua.t es do not hegin >·rorking a s fuU fledged i·Iorkers im-
mediat ely upon graduat ion from high school. The:>" usue.lly serve a· 
locctma.tional O:utloo].f HRndb.ook, , Government Pri nting Office, vlashington, 
1948, p . 148 
_, ... llvOI cJ'f Ed' :: ~ 
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period of apprenticeship in a routine position. A greater variety of 
bookkeeping would be provided in a beginning position in a smaller 
office than in a larger office, where promotions progress from such 
beginning positions as entry and ledger clerk to posit~ons as assis-
tant bookkeeper, bookkeeper, and head bookkeeper. 
6. Salaries of bookkeepers have increased through 'the years, as have 
those in other occupation fields. In 1939, for example, beginning 
bookkeepers could expect only from $12 to $18 a week, as compared with 
$2~$30 a week today.1 Salaries for experienced workers are considerab~ 
higher. A Bureau of Labor St atistics survey2 reveals t~t in Hartford, 
in 1949, men hand bookkeepers received an average w.e.ekly salary of 
$65.50 for a work week of 38 hours, while women band bookkeepers re-
cei ved an average weekly saJ.ary of $51. These we:s:·e the highest weekly 
salar~es reported in the survey, which included twenty common office 
occupations. 
? • The advantages of bookkeeping work are that jobs are available, since 
the f;eld is not at present overcrowded; the bookkeeper is in a good 
position to learn the operation of a business and thus to gain promotion; 
the salary compares favorably with ~ others in the office occupation 
field. 
B. The disadvantages of bookkeeping include the facts that the beginning 
pq is · usual~ low; the work is apt to be monotonous, especial~ in be-
ginning positions; the work necessitates continual use of the eyes. 
1shade, Chloris, Bookkeeping, Morgan, Dillon and Co., Chi cago, 1948, 
p. 15 
2sa.J.aries 2!, Office Clerica.l .Workers ,Y! Hartford, January, 1949, 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Boston, 1949, P• 5 
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ACCOUNTA.i"qT 
1. There are ma.zlY kinds of accountants. The Dictionary .Q! Occu:oationa.l 
Titles1 lists such accounting job titles as Audit Accountant, ]udget 
Accountant, Cost Accountant, Tax Accountant, Public Accountant, and 
Gene~al Accountant. The same publication liste the job definition of 
the General Accountant as follows:2 
Devises, installs, and supervises o~eration of general-accounting, 
budget, and cost systems: Supervises subordinates engae;ed in 
maintainance of accounts and recotds. l3a.lances books periodically 
and prepares statements for administrative officers, showing items, 
such as receipts, disbursements, expenses, and profit and loss. 
Prepares Federal, State or local tax returns. Interprets accounts 
and records for administrative officers. 
2. The accountant differs from the bookkeeper in that instead of taking 
care of books he is concerned with devising accounting systems; 
planning, compiling, presenting, and interpreting financial facts. 
3. The qualifications for a successful accountant include superior mental 
ability; good health, b.ecause of the strenuous nature of t he work; 
analytical and constructive ability; judgment • reasoning, and the use 
of c9mmon sense; the ability to expre~s himself .concisely and clearly; 
a special aptitude for mathematics. 
4. So far as educational requirements are concerned, the accountant must 
~ve at least a high school education and additional training in the 
field of accounting. Although college training is highly desirable as 
a means of surviving competition, it is not absolutely essential. The 
National Council of Business Schools bas established a two-year minimum 
~ictiona.ry .2! .Occu-oationa.l Titles, Volume I, Government Printing 
Office, 1949, P• 2 
2Ibid., p. 2 
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standard course for those interested in int ensive training in the field. 1 
Ma~ schools specialize in the teaching of accounting. The Bentley 
School of Boston is such a school. 
5. Of equal importance with education is experience. The student who is 
genuinely interested in becoming an ~countant must plan on serving 
an apprenticeship period of three to five ye~~s. Often the training 
period is even longer. 
6. Accounting ~ be conducted in one of two ways, either ~rivately or 
publicly. · The private practice is usually called commercial account-
ill€; public accounting is the practice of accounting for several or 
~ clients. 
7. The public accountant deals with such diverse duties as the routine 
.checking of the simple record_s of an individual or small firm to the 
interpretation of the intricate affairs of a vast enterprise. 
B. One of the requirements of work in the field of public accounting is 
the certified public accountant certificate issued by the state on 
the basis of an examination testing proficiency in the fields of account-
ing and commercial law. Each state ~s different laws regarding the 
academic and experience requirements necessary to obtain the certificate. 
9. Financial rewards for the successful ~ccountant .. are great. Cost ac-
countants and auditors of medium grade receive from $3,000 to $),000, 
while senior grade auditors and chief accountants earned salaries of 
$5,000 to $7,000. 2 
1
spaulding, George A., Accountancy !! ! Career Field, National Council 
of Business Schools, Washington, 1949, p. 12 
2tbid., p. 10 
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OFFICE MA.CHUIE OPERATOR 
L. Office machine operators \vere in demand throughout the war, and t he 
demand for them is expect e~ to continue, especially as new equipment 
f or offi ces becomes available. 1 
2. A great variety of machine operators exist in t he field. The most 
important jobs in the field include the following: 
a. The Adding-Machine Operator adds and subtr acts groups of figures; 
adds totals of units produces or sold, costs of product ion, and 
amounts of money paid or received ; and r ecords f i gu.r es on a.ppl·o-
pr iat e office forms.2 
(1) Full-time operators of this type of machine usual~ must 
be highly skilled. 
(2) Good ability in arithmetic and a high degree of manual 
dexterit y are re~ired for success on this job . 
b. The :Bookkeeping Ma,chine Operatgr has t he following duties: 
Keeps a permanent, daily record of f inancial transactions, 
using an electric booy~eeping -machine; assembles mat erial 
to be recorded and manipulates key on the machine t o t ype-
write written data and make automatic calculations; records 
all debit and credit relations between customer and company, 
frequently preparing customer invoice, permanent loose-leaf 
.. ____ __ __ J.~d,ger sheet, and ot her dupl i cate records all in one 
operation.3 
(1) Usually the _bookkeeping-machine operator spends all his 
time operating the machine. 
1ot fice Machine Operator, Occupational Abstract No. ·66, Occupat ional 
Index, Inc., New York, 1947, p. 2 
2Job Descri ptions f or Of fice Occupations, op. cit., p. 141 
3Ibid, p. 148 
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(2) Prospective operators should have a reasonably good 
knowledge of bookkeeping and should be good in 
arithmetic. When the typel'lriter type of bookkeeping 
machine is to be operatea, the prospective operator 
should be able to type at the rate of from 4o to .50 
words per minnte. 
(3) On a national scale, bookkeeping-machine operators receive 
an average weekly salary of $411 while in Hartford the 
average weekly salary for women bookkeeping-machine opera-
tors was reported to be $43 • .50 in 1949.2 
c. The Calculati~4achine _ Operator perf orms the following duties: 
Presses proper keys and manipulates levers on the machine, 
using a touch system, to add, subtract, multiply, divide, 
or extract square root to calculate or check the figures 
on such records as inventories, financial accounts, ~~ 
rolls, balance sheets, invoices, discounts, sales, and 
statistical reports; reads the answers of computations from 
series of figures appearing in window or slots on machines 
and writes the results on orders, form records, or billing 
sheets; frequently refers to charts, rate books, or tables 
specialized according to the industry, in order to make the 
proper computations. 
(1) The calculating-machine operator uses such machines as the 
Burroughs, Comptomet er, Marchant, f>ionroe, Remington-Rand, 
and Suns trand. 
(2) The calculating-machine operator m~ be promoted to such 
1 . 
ClericalSalaries, _20 Cities, April, 12!±2_, lt ational Industrial. 
Board, New York, July, 1949, p. 1 
2salaries Q.!.Office . Clerical _Workers .!!! Hartford, JSll'll3rY; 12!±2_, Bureau 
Labor Statistic~, Boston, April 11, 1949, p. 6 
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jobs as audit clerk, bookkeeping-machine operator, 
budget clerk, and cost clerk. 
(3) Many calculating-machine companies maintain schools for 
the training of those \<Tho wish to specialize i n this 
work. Such a school is con~ucted by the Comptomet er 
compa.ey- in Hartford. The tuition is a maximwn of $100 
f or a course which is usually completed in six months. 
(4) On a national scale, cal culat ing-machine operators receive 
an average weekly salary of $45; while in Hartford, the 
average weekly salary for women was reported to be $41.502 
in 1949. 
d. The Duplicati!l€.'-Ma.chine .Operator performs the f ollowi ng duties : 
Reproduces typewritten or handwritten matter, using a 
machine that forces ink through letters and lines cut 
in a wax stencil onto the sheets of duplicating paper; 
runs off re~ired number of stencils; cleans ste~cil after 
each run and removes it from machine for filing. 
(1) Only a large office wou+d employ ~ full-time duplicating 
machine operator; usually t he wor k is combined with other 
duties. 
(2) Since this job does not require any great degree of special 
training, the work does . not pay w~ll . 
e. The Transcribing-J•ia.chine Onerator pe1•forms the f ollowing duties; 
Transcribes letters and report s from dictation on a trans-
cribing machine; Places wax cylindrical record on metal 
1 . 
Clerical Salaries_, ~ Cities, April, 1949, loc. cit. 
2 Salaries 9:£. Office _Clerical _\'lorkel·s - ~Hartford, . Janua.ry, ~. loc. cit . 
3i.Qh De!t.Criptions !Q!:.Office Occupations, op. cit., p. 155 
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spindle o! transcribing machine, depr esses foot pedal t o 
start reproducer, regulates speed for record rotation, 
and turns knob to adjust tone control; types dict ation 
as reproduced through earphones. 1;1~ prepare wax cylinders 
for re-use by shaving off thin l~er of wax in an aut o-
matic sbaver.1 · 
(1) Many openings exist in t he large insurance companies in 
Hartford for transcribing-machine operators. 
(2) !rranscribing-machine operators are paid on a. par with 
ste:r;l.ographers. Salaries w:e often paid on a production 
basis, according tothe !number of lines transcribed ac-
curately at the end of the worlola\Y. 
(3) Operators of these machines must be well acquainted with 
letter styles ann mechanical details of business l etters. 
!!:'hey must be strong in English grammar, sentenc e s tructure, 
vocabulary, spelling and }JU.Ilctuation. 
(4) The disadvant ages of this workare that it tends to be 
monotonous and. offers limited opportunities for advancement . 
3. According to the u. s. Census, in 1940, 59., 738 people were employed as 
2 
off ice machine operators in the U. s. 
4. Office machine operators enjoy the usual advantages of office wor k--
regular hours and pleasant surroundings, steady earnings, short hours, 
but are subject to important disadvantages, which include the monotoey 
o:f the work and limit ed opportunities for advancement and salary increase. 
l . 
~Descriptions _~ Office Occupations, op. cit., p. 155 
~6th Oensus .2i.lli. United States, 1940, U. s. Dept. of Commerce, .. 
Imreau of the Census, Government Printing Office, Washington, 1940, loc. cit. 
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5. Although machine operators mey obtain wor k i n a:ey kind of off i ce, in 
small of fices they do not speciali ze in the operati on of a~ one machlne. 
FILE CLl!mX 
1 . The dut ies of the file clerk as list ed by Job · Descriptions for Offi c e 
1 . Occupations .. are as follows: •' . 
Arranges a.nd files recor ds, cor respondence and. ot her mat erials 
alphabetically, numerically, or accor ding to subject matter , and 
produces them on 1·equest: Receives such. materials S:s addresso-
graph plat es, blueprints, newspaper clippings, correspOndence, 
customer lists, due bills, inventory r eports, :publicity not ices, 
legal documents, credit r atings, bilJ,s of lading, sales report s, 
or stock records, a.nd sorts, arranges·, aria. files t hem a.lphabeti-
ca.lly, numerically , or according t o subject ma.t t er in cabinet s, 
drawers, or boxes: produces filed materials on request and may 
keep a r ecord of materials r emoved.. 
2. Filing demands such qualities as patience, accuracy, 'r esourcef ulness, 
and orderliness. For routine work, a. high school edu,cat ion is usually 
desi rable. 
3· Although ~ filing jobs offer limited. opportunities for promotion , 
filing has now come to be regarded as a.n occupation which of fers definit e 
career possibili ties. File cl~rks who are willing to accept a minor 
position in t he filing department should .look forward. to becomill8 as-
sist a.nt supervisors and. eventual file supervisor s. 
4. Work in t his f ield is not peysically exh?.us:ting, a.l'ld many t ypes of 
handicap2ed. wor ker s may fin4 useful employm~nt here. 
5. The national average weekly sa lary for file cler ks as reported by the 
Nat ional Indust rial Conference l3oard2 is $36. . The average weekly aa.la.ry 
of fil e clerks i n Hartford as r eported by the :Bureau of Labor Sta.tistics3 
1 . 
. i212. Descr int ions df or Office . Occupat ions ,p op. cit., P• 79 
2Clerical Salaries, .~ Cities, .April, ~. loc. ci t . 
3sala.ries _,g! Office Cler ical Worker s in Hartfor d, January , ~. loc . c i t . 
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is $44.50 for Class A file clerks, and $33.50 for Class B file clerks. 
6. An advantage of filing work is the present opportunity for employment; 
the disadvantages are that the work is oft en monotonous and 1·outine and 
offers little opportunity for pro~otion. 
CIVIL SERVICE WORKER 
1 . T'.a.e tlu·ee chief means of ent ering the public service are through 
electipn, appointment and civil service examination. 
2. Federal, state, county, and city agencies a.d.vertise for qualified ap-
plicants for positions. 
3. Applicants for g0vernment jobs are given competitive examinations. No 
discri mination is allowed for race, creed, or political affiliation. 
The names of t he applicants axe placed on a list in the order of the 
marks they made on the test. 
4. Students interested in obtaining state civil service jobs should con-
tact ~~. Glendon A. Scorobia, Personnel Director, State Capit ol, Hart-
ford , Connecticut. 
5. The common method of announcing examinations is to post bulletins in 
public buildings or to print not.ices in newspapers. Sample copies of 
civil service examinations are available i n the .busi ness educat ion 
room. In addition, sample copies of examinations are available from 
the Federal Civil Service Commissi on as well as st ate civil service 
agencies. 
6. Civil service jobs must be accepted for particular localit ies. Con-
trary to popular belief, only 10 per cent ·of federal employees actually 
work in Washington , D. c. Others are scattered throughout the country. 
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The locale of the position for which applicants take an examination 
is usually indicated on the test announcement. 
7. A new classification of salaries issued in November, 1949, est ablished 
a basic annual sala.I-y of $2200 for a GS-1, the lowest classification 
for which one m~ take an examination in federal civil service. An 
annual increase of $80 leads to a maximum annual salary of $2680 in 
this classification.1 
8. Training for better positions is frequently offered by superviso1·s and 
instructors hired by the government. 
9. Al though high school training is usually sUfficient, there ere schools 
which provide special coaching for those interested in obt aining 
civil service positions. The Franklin Institute of Boston and New 
York provides correspondence course training in securing civil service 
jobs. 
10. Advantages of. working in civil service include the fact that the work 
is s t eady and permanent, there are many opportunities for advancement ; 
~ government departments provide special training courses; working 
conditions are good; a 40-hour work week prevails; pensions are pro-
vided, depending upon salary received, length of service, and amount 
contributed to the retirement fund. 
11. T'.a.e . disadvantages of this work are as follows: The many rules and 
re~ulations which must be observed often beco e obnoxious; since pro-
motions are based. on exanlination13 and t he jud€ment of one, s mperiors, 
1 Announcement of ! General Amendment, United St ates Civil Service 
Commission. Washington, 1949~ p. l 
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personality clashes sometimes pre ent t he advancement of deserving 
persons; the security connected with the work oft en lulls employees 
into just mee.ting requirements. r a t her than in extending t he1:1selves. 
STENOGRAPHER 
1. The duties of the stenogt'apher as listed by iQ.E. DescriRtions !.2£. Office 
Occupations1 are as follows: 
Takes dictation in shorthand and transcribes dict.ated material, 
writing it out in long ha.nd or using a typewriter: Takes notes 
or verbatim record in shorthand or on a stenoty:pe machine of 
letters, reports, or memoranda dictated by an official; types or 
writes mater ial in prescribed form, recording it either exactly 
as given or expanding general instructions into a more finished 
composition, and submits it to the official who dictated it for 
approval and signatur e; files carbon copies of letters and 
various other papers with other material relating to the sam~ 
matter and draws them frolll the :file a.s they are needed. MS¥te-
ceive and open mail and direct to the attention of the official 
concerned. M~ route telephone · calls and make appointmen·ts for 
officials. ~·1ay type letters from a transcribing machine. May 
cut stencils on typewriter and use a duplicating machine t o 
dUplicate office forms and advertising letters. ~~ use an adding 
machine or comptometer to prepare financial records and reports. 
l<lay perform such simple clel' ical duties as making out checks, keeping 
time records, keeping record of bills peyable and · bills receivable, 
or receiving payments by mail. -
2. According to the Occupational Outlook Handbook,1 employme t prospects 
are good for well-trained secretaries, stenographers, ancl t ypists. In 
the long run, employment will probably teud to rise slowly. Well-
trained stenographers and secretaries have a better chance t o maintain 
their jobs than typists with only one skill to of fer. 
3. According to the u. s. Bureau of Census, 1,056,886 stenog1•apbers, 
typists, and secretaries were .. employed in the United States in 1940) 
1~ Descriptions .~ Office Occupations, op. cit., p. 181 
2occupation.aJ. .OutlookRandbook, op. cit., p. 147 
316th Census of~ Unit ed States, op. cit., p. 933 
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Of these, 68,805 were male and 988,081 were female. 
3. The competent stenographer must have at least a high school education. 
Qualificat ions shoul d include comprehensive t raining in spelling and 
vocabulary; mastery of English :for business usage, including thorough 
t raining in 5Tammar, construction, pUnctuation, capit alization, com-
position o£ business letters, and the ability to handle cor respondence; 
a knowledge of office procedure and office machines used most in 
stenographic work. 
4. On a national scale, most employers require an ability to take die-
·s. 
tation at between 80 and 100 words per minute and to do straight 
typing at the rate of between 40 and 50 words a _minute. A survey 
conducted by the writer of employment agencies in Hartford revealed 
t~e following typing and shorthand speed requirements: 
,Agency trnipg Shorthand 
Wilson Agency 45 WPM 90-100 WPM 
Newberry & Shields 50-60 WPM 90-100 WPM 
State Employment Service 4o wm 80 WF!VI 
Palace Employment Service 40 wm 100 WPM 
:Burnham :Employment Agency 40 WPM so mr 
Secret arial Office Service 60 WPM 80-100 WPI-1 
Specialized stenograpey is a growing branch of the off ice field. In 
law, , commerce, medicine, and other fields, the worker wit h special 
training is in a better position than others of her sex. In Hartford, 
general stenographers averaged $42 per week, while techni cal steno-
graphers taking dictation involving a varied technical or specialized 
vocabulary received weekly salaries of $54.50.1 
1Salaries of Of fice Clerical Uorkers ,!a Hartford, January~. loc. cit., 
p. ~ -
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a . edical dictation differs corusidere."bly from t h:::.t in other business 
offi ces , ,;1il a good doctor 1 s ~ t enot;re,coJl er must mst er the oft en 
compl ex terminology i n addi tirn to sometimes being ca.lled upon 
to " r ite up cases or report t medi cal lechtres . 
b . Legal st en.o~~rapl~r has long belen a specialized field. J3esides 
posses s i ng a vocabulary that i n cludes legal terms, a legal stenogra-
pher must kl1011 the fundament s of comm.ercial lm1 ancl :b..ave some 
1<.no1:rledg e of economics . 
c . Court re-porting yields l ucrat i ve s a laries but makes ela"oorat e 
demands ~pon the " o rker 1 s t al~nt s. Th e short hand reporter I s 
salary varies a ccording to th~ i mport a.nce of the court in .. ,,hich 
he reports, but it r anges $3,000 t o $6 ,000 a year .1 The 
basic mi nimum s .<>.l ary· for a sh rthand reporter as announced by 
the Civil Service Commis s i on s $3 , 4 50. 2 
( 1) Shorthand reporters must oe prepared to take dictation a.t 
the rate of 175-200 ,.,ords per minute and t ype at the rate 
of 75 11ords a mi nut e. 3 l 
( 2) The high sueed of dictat i n reau ires i ntense traininu 
- I - b 
which can be obtained thrfugh s elf- study, but is more 
often obtained throu~h trtining a.t s~eciali zed s chools. 
The Gregg School of !:Jhort 'lc''tnd Report J.ng of Chicago is the 
lJuckett , Charles A., Court RenoLi , Occupo.tional Abstract No. 102 , 
Occu:patione.l I ndex, I n c. , Heu York , 1947 , u . 3 
., 
•JShorthand Renorter , U. S. Civil Service Conmis sion , llR.shint;ton , 1950, 
i? · 3 
3 I b i d. , p . 3 
6. 
(3) 
- I 
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only school in the u.Lspecializillll in thie ld.nd of 
training. 
The majority of short d reportet·s are men, but women 
are entering the fielJ in large numbeLs. 
d. Public stenography provides the stenographer with a business o· 
his own, but requires such Jhorough grounding and ex-perience, that 
only a. top-notch stenogTa.ph lr with years of experience could 
qualifY for the work. 
I . $ ,!. (1) Public steno@:'a.phers mey make from 25 to ot>lOO a week. Some 
I . . 
public stenographers charge on a. time basis, usually at the 
I 1 
rate of $3 to $3.50 ~ hour. However, these rates are for 
such metropolitan a.re~s a.s New York, where living and busi-
ness erpenses are cor, eepondiJllllY higher. 
An advantage of stenographic workt is that it enables one to gain a. 
start in the business world, and ~by the nature of the position enables 
those with talent to gain promot on and advancement ultimately leading 
to executive positions. 
SECBE~Y 
1. The duties of the secretary a.s l~sted by Job Descrintions for Office 
2 Occupations are as follows: 
Performs general office tasks add minor executive duties .to assist 
executives and other company of~icials: Takes dictation from 
executive in shorthand with a. s ~enotype machine and transcribes 
from shorthand or dictation recorded on a. transcribing machine, 
using a. typewriter; receives an~ opens mail and answers routine 
1Public Stenogranb.y ~ Court Renortlng, (Reprinted from Glamour), 
Conde Na.st Publications, Inc., Ne\'T Ydrk, 1948, p. 2 
2Job Descriptions ~Office Oc,.pations, op. cit., p. 179 
I 
correspondence on own initiativer answers the telephone and 
acts as receptionist, interviewifg and directing callers, 
giving information, and scheduli~ appointments for executive; 
handles miscellaneous rou·Une or periodic reports, such as the 
co~•s accident reports; keeps a private file of manager's 
personal or offi cial corresponde ce; ~s or requisitions of-
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fice ~pplies. May handle bookk~eping records, collect fees, 
make . out bank deposits, wri te ch~cks, and keep an inventory of 
costs and expenditures. May take orders for goods from customers, 
and type statements. !>lay superv~se other office workera. Mq 
hire minor clerical workers and ~eep p~-roll records. May operate 
office machinery, such as a duplticating machine or adding machine. 
2, At least e. hig)t school ed.uce.tio~ is needed in order to secure e. job as 
s~creta.ry. However, high school! graduates do not secure jobs as 
secretaries immediately upon go-+uation, " Most of them begin as stenos-
raphers and typists and work th!selves into secretarial positions, 
aft er having obtained the neces ary experie~ce. Usually a year or two 
of business school will help de elop poise ~d job intelligence. 
3. The secretary should be able to take dictation at 100 to 120 words 
per minute , to transcribe at 20 
1
to 4o words per minute, to do straight 
typi"€ at 50 to 60 words per mi,.te,1 
4. In addition to typing and trans, ription skills, the secretary mus t excel 
in English, ~~itten and oral, must be f~i]ar with business forms and 
. I 
sources of information, should Understand something of bookkeeping and 
cash records, and should be acqlainted with business organizat ion and 
of her employer's part in it. j 
.5. Kinds of secretaries include (a. the busine~s or exec\ltive secretary, 
who also performs a variety of ~dministrative duties in addition t o 
. I 
taking care of correspondence; lb) the social secretary. who handles 
calls and appointments, plans h r employer's entertainment , and 
1.angston, Mild:r~d J, , Secretj ial Jlcjence, :Selllnan Publishing CQDlPOJIY, 
~oston. 1946, p. 11 
6. 
'7. 
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serves in the role of confidant ; (c) the personal secretary, who is 
usually employed by people who conduct their affairs at home (writers, 
actors, elderly retired people); (d) the foreign service secretary 
employed as a rule in embassies, legations or consular offices, by 
virtue of having, in addition t) sec2retarial training, a. kno\'lled€;e 
of political science and a fore i gn language. 
The secretary has an excellent 1pportunity to advance in her work. 
Most of the business affairs that come to the attention of her employer 
pass through her bands . Maey- fkous people have received their s t arts 
in business life through being l ecretaries. These include such 
I 
famous names as Woodrow Wilson, [Herbert Hoover, Fiorello LaGuardia, 
Dorot~ Thompson, and w. T. Kell er, president of the. Chrysler 
Corporation. 
Secretaries speciali ze in much he same way that stenographers do in 
such fields as law, commerce, m dicine , and in other fields. 
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.A.SSIGN11IEJ:l""T SHEET (Duplicated) 
INSTRUCTIONS . The assignment• on th1 following pages are to be completed 
during the course of this unit. In Jection I, you are given e. list of 
required and optional readings for t Je course.. In order to take an 
active part i n scheduled activities io~ need to read all the references 
indicated on the required reading :pe.~t of the list. Section II contains 
I 
a variety of activities. Those acti~ities marked with an asterisk (*) 
are to be done by all members of the lcle.ss. Unste.rred activities are 
opt io:::::: :::.:·t:0::.:n7:~o::::rr7e:::i::any on time, and to do 
as many optional ass!oments as you C .. At the end of this course., a 
test wil l be given. Your mark on t~s test :plus the work you have done 
I 
on your assignment will determine yotr final mark for the unit. 
I 
A tentative work schedule is at j e.ched to give you some idea of when 
certain topics will be covered in cliss. Read the questions and use them 
as a guide in your reading. I 
The business education ins~ructtr is available at all times for con-
sultation should you require an assit tance in the completion of your 
assignments. A schedule of conferences bas been established so that 
each s tudent will have an opportunitt to discuss his occupational :problem 
a t length. 
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REQ,UIRED AliD OPTIOl& REA.DIHGS. Rea · ings marked with an asterisk ( *) 
must be done by all members of the c ~ss. 
:OOOKKEEPER and ACCOUNTANT 
1. Bookkeepers and C~shiers, Occupat, onal OUtlines No. 31, Science Research 
Associates, Chicago, Undated 
*2. ~ Descriptions for Office Occu~tions, u. s. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, 1946. PP• 14-18 I 
3. MacGibbon, Elizabeth Gregg, ~ Yourself for Business: ~ 
the Employer Wants Besides Skills, McGraw-Hill Book CompaQY, 
New York, 1941, PP• 61-62; 93-95 
. I 
*4. Occupational OUtlook Hand l:ook, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Eulletin 
No. 94o, u. s. Government Printlng Office, Washington, 1948. pp. 148-149 
5. Public Accounting !!. ! Career, Amlrican Institute of Accountants, 
New York, 194.5. :pp. J-24 I 
6. Robinson, Edwin M., Training for !M Modern Office, 1-!cGraw-Hill Book 
CompaDY, Inc., New York, 1939, pp. 46-49 
I 
*?· ~~·;:~oris, llookkeepipg, Morgt, Dillon & Co., Chicago, 1948. 
*8• Shade, Chloris, Accounting, MorgJ, Dillon & Co., Chicago, 1948 
pp. 3-19 
9. Spaulding, George A., Accountancy As A Career Field, National Council 
of Business Schools, Washington 1949. pp • .5-13 
*10. Spiegler, ~el, Bookkeeping, Oc · pational Abstract No, .5, Occupational 
IndeJ~, Inc., New York, 194.5. pp 2-6 
OFFICE MACHINE OPERATOR 
*1. Agnew, Peter L,, Office Machines, Vocational and :Professional Monographs, 
:Bellman Publishing Compa.ey, Inc., Boston, 1941 • pp. 3-16 
!I.QJ1 Descriptions !2!:, Office Occupltions, u. s. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, 1946. PP• 143; 'l48-I.52 · 
3. Keliher, Alic~ v., Office Worker s Hinds, ~den & Eldredge, Inc,, 
New York, 1946. pp. 36-41 I 
4. Ma.cGibbon, Elizabeth Gregg, Fitting YoUl·self for Business: ~ 
~ Employer Wants Besides Skilis, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
New York, 1941. pp. 63-65 
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s. Office Machine Operators, OccupatiCnal ~rief No. 7, Science Research 
Associates, Chicago, Undated. ppl l-4 
I 
•6. Rome, Florence L., Office Machine Operata~, Occupational Abstract No. 66, 
Occupatioml Index, Inc., New Yoirk, 1947. pp. 2-6 
FILE CLERK 
*1. ~ Descriptions for Office Occu~tions, United States Government 
Printing Office, Washington, 19~. pp. 79-82 
2. Xeliher, Alice v~- , Office Workers, Rinds, ~den, & Eldredge, Inc., 
New York, 1946. :pp. 1s-;20 
3. MacGibbon, Elizabeth Gregg, Fittixlg Yourself for Bu.siness: What 
the Empl oyer Wants ~esides Skills, McGraw-Hill ~ook Company, 
New York, 1941. pp 36:39 / 
4. Robinson, _ Edwin M., Training for ~Modern Office, McGraw-Hill ~ok 
Compatcy'; Inc., New York, 1939. pp. 29o-316 
-· . . I 
*S• Weeks, Bertha. M., "Filing As A Voqa.tion, 11 Occupations, Volume XXIV 
November, 1945. pp. 79-82 I 
. ·l 
.I 
CIVIL SEaVICE WORKER I 
*1. !!2:!! to ~! !l· §.. Government Job~ Franklin Instit'\lte , Rochester , 
_New York, 1950. PP• 20-25 I _ 
*2. Job Descriptions f or Office Occupations,, U. s. Government Printing 
Office, Washington, 1946. p. XX~V 
3. ~ in Government, Occupational -riefs No. 10, Science Research 
Associates, Chicago, Undated. • l-4 
4. MacGibbon, Elizabeth Gregg, F tt . Yourself for :Business: ~ 
the Effiplozer Wants ~esides Sk111s, McGrsw-Ril1 ~ook Co~, 
New York, 1941. PP• 6.5-66 j · -
*S• Opportunities for Women iA~Federal Civil Service, B'Nai B'Rith Vo-
cational Se1·vice Bureau, \'iashi~ton, D. o., pp. 1-13 
6. _Raebeck, Helen, Jobs in the Civil Ser vice, Vocational Service Bureau, 
· vlashington, . D. c. , pp. 17-22 
*?. Working f2!. ~ Q~ §.. A·' u. s. clvil Service 
Washington, 1949. pp. l-25 I· 
Commission, Pamphlet 4, 
STENOGRA.PHEB.S 
*1. Job Descriptions f or Office Occupation, u. s. Government Printing 
Office, Washington, 1946. p. 18~ 
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2. Juckett , Charles A., Co~·t ReportJr, Occupat ional Abstract No. 102, 
Occupational Index, Inc., New York,- 1947. pp. 2-6 
3, KeUher, Alice V,, Office llorkersL \!illds, ~den & Eldredge, Inc, , 
New York, 1946. pp. 22-28 
4. MacGibbon, Elizabeth Gregg, Fitti Yoursel:( .iQ!: Business: ~ 
~ Empl oyer Wants Besides Sk111s,. McGr~Hil1 Book Company, 
New York, 1941. PP· 48-.54 - ~ 
*5• Occupational OUtlook Handbook, Buteau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 
No. 94o, u. s. Government Printing Office, Washington, 19ll8. 
PP• 14?-148 I . 
6. Public Stenogranb.y: -~ Court ReportiM;, (Reprinted from Glamour), 
Conde Na.st PUolications, Inc., *ew York, 1948. pp. l-3 
7. Shorthand Report~r, Civil Service [Announcement, U. s. Civil Service 
Commission, Washington, March, t950. pp. 3-10 
I 
8. Shorthand Reporting~~ Professibn, The Gregg School of Shorthand 
Reporting, Chicago, Undated, pp .5-15 
9. Stenographers ~ Tzyists, Occupa iona.l OUtlines Uo. 44, Science Research 
Associates, Chicago, Undated. p. 1-4 
I 
*10. "Stenographers Are Like Doctors, r Vocational Trends, February, 1939 • 
. PP• 8-lO 
11. Steno~apher on a Magazine. (Repr~nted from Glamour), Conde Na.st 
~blications, Inc., New York, 1f~ 
SECBETARY I -- -
1. "Bi-Lingual Secretary, (Reprinte~ from Glamour), Conde Nast Publications, 
Inc.' New York, 1948 T _ 
*2. !!.2]2. Descri-ptions .!Q!:. Office Occupktions, u. s. Government Printing 
Office, Washington, 1946. p. 1~9 
3. Keliher, Alice V., Offi ce Workers, Hinds, ~den & Eldredge, Inc., 
New York, 1946. pp. 28-35 _ j 
*4. La.Dgston, Mildred J., Secretari Science, Vocational and Professional 
Monographs, Bell man PuQlishing-:Company, Inc., Boston, 1946. pp. 7-19 
5. Llano, Margaret T., Iviedics.l SecrJta.ry, Occupational Abstract No. 100 
Occupatione.l Index, Inc., New York, 1947. pp 2-6 
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6. Ma.cGibbon, Elizabeth Gregg, Fitti Yourself for :Business: ~ 
~ Employer Wants Besides Skills, McGraw-Bill Book Compa.Dy, 
New York, 1941, pp. 48-52 l 
*7. Purvis, Elgie G., Secreta;yship A-A Career Field, National Council of 
Business Schools, Washington, J.$149. pp. 5-1? 
8. Secretarial ~: A Career in Itlelf (Reprinted from Glamour), 
Conde Na.st Publications, Inc., re~ York, 1948 
9. Turner, Bernice c. , ~ Pri va.te cret 1 s Manual, Prentice-Hall Inc. • 
New York, 1948. pp. l-46 
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GEtUJP.AL p:BQJECTS ACTIVITIES 
*1. You will be expected to take part in the arrangement of a book and 
pamphlet displ~ involving some o£ the jobs studied in this unit. 
I . 
Four displ~s will be set up, inv 1 lving the following jobs: 
:Bookkeeper and Accountant, Office Machine Operator, Civil Service 
Worker, Stenographer and Secreta • Each committee will consist of 
four members, whose duty will be o gather books, pamphlets, and 
other print ed information concerJrd with jobs featured in the display, 
and t o arrange this material att,e.ctively. A part of the office 
machines counter will be made available for these displays. 
I 
2. Using the Connecticut Abstract ~ Population for 1940 as a. basis, 
. . . I 
find the following information a.liout one of the jobs discussed in 
this unit: 
a. lfumber employed in the state , divided according to male a.nd female 
b. Number ~mployed i n Hartford; ,. n New Haven 
c. Age of workers in the field ' . 
Type this information in neatly t abulated form and be prepared to 
report to the class through proj~ction of this information on the 
opaqne projector. 
*3· Select one of the jobs discussed in this unit (bookkeeper, accountant. 
office machine operator, file clerk, civil service worker, stenographer, 
and secret~) and compare the jlb gummar,y listed in Job Descriptions I . 
~Office Occupations with that ,given in the D~ctionary of Occupational 
Titles. Be sure to report your boice to your instructor in order to 
avoid duplication. Ee prepared o report to the class, showing how 
the summaries agee, and in ,.,hat respect they differ .. 
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4. Prepare a chart listing the subjects you are now taking and have taken, 
and show how each couJ.d be used iJ relation to the seven specific occu-
pations studied in this unit. (FJr example, arithmetic would be 
I 
and secretarial jobs, law and eco omics for accounting, etc.) 
particularly important in bookkeetl ing, English in the stenographic 
*5. All students will be required to intain a notebook of pertinent 
i nformation about jobs studied in this unit. All assignments which 
are returned to you should be kepj in this notebook, along with lect\U·e 
notes and any information you may lhave gathered on your own. Note-
books will be examined for qwalit~, accuracy, neatness, and qnantity 
in order of importance. l 
Each student will be respons ble for the thorough investigation 
of one job in the office occupatiln field. A portion of your notebook 
will be used to record the resultl of your investigation, and will 
include such information as the hf story, duties of workers, require-
ments for ente~ing the field, qualifications, economic demand, 
opport unities, advantages, disadvfntages, reports of personal inter-
views, clippings, and any other information you m~ consider pertinent. 
6. Using Assignment 19 of Unit I as l basis, prepa1·e a report to the class 
I 
*?. 
regarding the number of last year t s gre.duates who have secured a.cy 
of the seven jobs studied in this unit. Also report on the number 
who are engaged in work which might eventually lead to jobs listed 
in this unit. l 
A visit to the Aet na Insurance Co paey in Hartford has been planned. 
Before this visit, you will be br efed on points for which to look. 
After the visit, you will be aske to write a short report of your 
impressions. 
will l' eceive 
This will be an assf gnment in English for which yofi 
a mark from your Eng ish teacher as well as credit in 
?5 
and your interests, make a prelim·nary plan for your career in the 
indicating the steps that will be necessary in reaching yo~· goal. 
(You may include this as part of [our investigation of a job in the 
office occupation field in Assi~ent 5.) 
*10 Select one of the jobs studied in his unit, and make a chart indicating 
the duties for this job as given n ~ Descri'Ptions fQ!: Office 
Occupations. Opposite each duty, indicate to ~hat extent you believe 
you are now qualified to perfol~ that duty, rating yourself as 
excellent, good, f air, or poor, frovide a blank space for your 
insturctor to rate you on ·t;he duttes. :Bear in mind that you ~rill be 
poorly qualified for many of the duties listed for some jobs, end not 
I . 
a t all qualified to perform the dlties of such a job as accountant . 
Report our choice ·to your instur · tor. 
*11. A film, Bookkeeping ~ You will e sho~rn to the class. A discussion 
will be held following the film. :Be prepared to take part in this 
discussion, ~hich will emphasize he duties of the bookkeeper shown 
in t he film as compared with the nformation you have discovered in 
your reading. I 
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12. Lany of the jobs studied i n this kit hc·we an interesting history , 
timesl Vfrite a 50().-1000 1·rord essay t• c::ing s ome d.:'1-ting back to an~ient 
t he history of one of the jo1Js st· died .. 
13. Prepare a n outline map of the U. • , shouing the <listribution of 
workers in one of the jobs studie~ i n this unit , ba.secl on figttres 
obtai ned from the Abstract .Q! 1940 Censu,s . 
14 . If y ou have selected the job of btokkee:per as a career , be prepared 
to relate to the class uhat effec your study of bookkee:9ing in 
high school has in your select i on of this job . 
15. A series of cha rts \'fill be made d aling ,.,ith i10portr.nt chnre.cteristics 
16 . 
of the jobs studied i n this unit . ! 1' you e .. r e interested in this 
p roject leave your nFJ.rne t•1ith your i n st ntctor , 1'Jho 1:lill give you the 
n ec e s sary in;f o rm tion r ego.rding "\l t eriah and measurement s . 
Volunteer to \·!rite a let ter to thb American I nstitute of Ac cou..J.t ants, 
requ.esting information on the qua}i fie&tions necessary to becor,1e 
a successfuT accountant. Report your choice to yo1..1.r instructor in 
order to avoid duplicat ion. (Th i l et ter should be c>dd.ressecl to 13 
Ea st Forty- first Street , l\]'e'' York 17 , lif . Y. ) 
17. Look up informa .. tion regarding the q:Lta1i:fications necessPr~r to become 
a CPA in Connecticut, ancl report o the class regar<hng :>-rou.r findings . 
I nformation concerning Co1m ecticnl regulations may be or)tained by 
wri ting to the SecretP.~J , State B ard of Accounting , 750 ~l9.in Street, 
Hartford, Connecticut . 
*18. The class '\'!ill sponsor an exhibi t of office machinas . You may 
volunt eer t o be a member of a co . i t tee to do one of the follov1i11g: 
a. Compose an apprO])ri ate form l e ter, :po::;tal cr-:.rd size, to s end to 
r epresent at ives of major offic mach.i. "te com})anies i n the Hartford-
I1~iddletmm area. (See your in tru.ctor for adc1resses.) 
'b. Type. and duplicate thi s form on a stenciL 
c . Obt a in $.ddresses of representatives and. mail forms . 
d . Assist in the arr angement of the exhibit, t rying to make it 
att r a.cti ve :?.s vrell 2.s practical and funct ional. 
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e . Take part in a demonstration of one of the office ma chines exhi bited. 
(Select e- machine ~:ri th vrhicn ~"OU are uell acquainted. ) 
19 . A series of la.nt ern slides ,.,.ill be made revealing the educat ion .. <tl a nd 
training requirenents of each of t he jobs studied in t his unit. 
Volunteer to: (a) Secure the necessary i nformation f or one of the 
jobs, (b) lilBke a l,. ntern sl i de under the supervision of your inst ructor . 
::· . yzo . There are severa,l ' methods of :ps.yment for voice-1-.rritin.g operato:..·s . 
FinO. out vrh?t method of payment is used in offices in the gre8.t er 
' 
F..artford ·a.rea and b e prepared to report to the class . You may either 
,,r· .t .tria letter on school sta.tione!"J or intervie\·J a represent ~tive of 
'!' • .: . ·.;J, .. · 
th'~ · person~1.el cl.epartment of sel ected insurance offices in Hartford. 
You v1ill be given a l ett er of identificR.tion , in the event you ':Ti sh to 
use the personal interview method. 
(/21. Filing differs according to the kind of business i nvolved . Visit 
some business offices i n Ea.st Ha.mpton, Mi ddletown , or Hartford pnd 
i nve stigate the k ind of f iling employ ed in each office. s·v..ch a 
variety should include such off ices as engineering , legc>.l , b~nking, 
med.ic2.l, insurance , ap.d sales . Be :prepa.red to reu ort your fi ndings 
to t he class. 
22 . I nvest igate the filing of material on microfilm. Hrit e a 500-1000 ,.,ord 
r eport giving a brief description of the process , fi elds in. ,.,hich it 
is pa:r:ticularl y useful , advant r.',ges ano. clisadvantages of using this 
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method, relative cost, and effect on workers in the field. 
!..: 
23. Investigate and report to the class in oral report form the date and 
nature of state and federal civil service examinations for junior 
posit ions to be given in the Middletown area in . the near future. 
*24. A representative of the state employment service will speak to t he 
class regarding the requirements for state civil service. Those 
students taking shorthand will be expectedto take notes in shorthand 
to transcribe the results in report form for a class report and possible 
posting on the bulletin board. Those students who do not take short-
hand will be expected to take notes in long-hand and to type as complete 
a report as possible. 
25. Volunteer to take part in a debate on the topic, ~esolved, that 
divil service office job is more desirable than an office job with a 
pri vate concern." 
','z6. Although the requirements of no two offices are just alike, general. 
standards prevail in business in the field of stenography. You should 
begin before graduation to check your attainments in typing, dictation, 
and transcription against the requirements of business. Based on your 
present typing, dictation, and transcription speeds, estimate how 
many letters you would be able to complete in a seven-hour day, and 
compare this figure with actual standards in business. If you do not 
meet the business standards, work out a plan (with the help of your 
i nstructor) which will enable you to overcome these deficiencies. 
*27. The film, l~ to Be A Secretary, wil l be shown to the class. A 
discussion ~rill be held follo~ring this film. Be prepared to take 
part in this discussion, which will emphasize the duties of the secretary 
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shown in the film as compared with what you have discovered in your 
reading. 
28. A sho1·t play, ~ Job .!:2.!: H2. ·will be presented by the class, illustra-
ting the duties of the secretary. Volunteer to take part in this 
production. There are five parts listed in the case of characters, 
in addition to which a student will be needed to act as assis t ant 
director and to secure props. Two rehearsaJ.s of the play \'rill be 
held after school. The pl~ will last approximately 20 minutes. 
29. Volunteer to take part in a panel discussion involving a comparison 
of the advantages and disadvantages of the specific jobs discussed 
in this unit. :Be p1•epared to cover a particular phase of these jobs 
as i11dicated below: 
a. Comparison of salaries (Wnich job offered the highest salaries, 
which the lo\'test, on a national and local scale?) 
b. Comparison of working conditions (\ihich provides for working alone, 
which involves meeting people, which offers the greatest variety 
of work, which are most monotonous.) 
c. Comparison of opportunities (Which offer the greatest opportunities 
for securing initial employment? Which offers the greatest 
opportunities for advancement and promotion?) 
T~TIVE SCHEDULE OF WORK FOR THE COURSE 
PERIOD 1 
1. Intoduction. 
2. Pre-test. 
3. Distribution of assignment sheet. 
Q,UESTIONS FOR GUIDANCE: How do you suppose this unit will be of help 
to you? How do you imagine the work in this unit will differ from 
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that in your first unit on occupational information? What effect will this 
information b.a.ve ypon your career in the off.ice occupation field't 
If you have any ~estions to ask about the assignment sheet, please 
feel free to do so at auy time. This first period might be a good 
tim to strai~hten out such questions f or the benefit of the whole class. 
PERIOD 2 
1. Teacher preview of off ice jobs to be studied in this unit. 
2. Discussion of impo1·tance of pl anning one t s career in the 
office occupation field. 
3. Student-teacher review of highlights of Unit I. 
Q,UESTIONS FOR GUIDANCE: Can you see reasons f or the selection of the 
particular jobs to be s tudied in this unit't Would you sey these jobs 
are characteristic of those to be found in the office occupation field? 
What are "blind.-alleyu jobs? What connection does this have with your 
s tudy of specific jobs? In what particul ar job or jobs are you inter-
ested? 
What did you learn from your study of the office occupati on field 
t hat will help you i n yoUl~ study of specific jobs? 
READ!l;rG PREPARATION: Fit ti:tJg Yourself !2.£. :Business, pp. 1-22 
Notebook for Unit I 
PERIOD 3 
1. Film: IBookkeeping and You" 
2. Class discussion of film and of general topic of bookkeeping. 
). Related optional assignments. (Especially 3 and 14) 
Q,UESTIONS FOR GUIDANCE: What did you learn from the film of the life of 
the bookkeeper? Does this kind of work appeal to you? Do you bel ieve 
the conditions in the fiha were Hglamorized1 or do the7 really exist in 
r eal l.if e? What were t he highlights of the film in your opinion? 
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What a.re some of the duties of the bookkeeper! Row in general do the 
duties listed in Job Descriptions differ from those of the Dicti onary Q! 
OccYn!tional Titles! What is the difference between a •general• bookkeeper 
and a tlclerical 11 bookkeeper! Do these duties appear t o be ~onsitent with 
what was shown i n the film! What related work is performed? To what 
posi~ion may the bookkeeper be promoted! 
::READil~G PREP.AB.A.TIOU: .s!Ql?. Descri'Otions ~ Office Occupations, pp. 1418 
Dictiona;r 2! Occupational Titles, p. l2l 
PERIOD 4 
Robinson, Training i2.£, ~ lJ!odern Office, pp. 46-49 
Fitt ing Yourself for Eusiness, pp. 61-62 
1. Lecture and discussion of topic, ll:Book:keeping As A Career." (Augment ed 
by report on Assignment 5) 
2. Related optional assignments. (Especially ,. assignment s 12 and 19) 
QUESTIONS FOR GUIDANCE: What are t he requirements :for entering this field? 
What a.re t he advantages! The disadvantages! What is t he demand f or 
bookkeepers at this time? What kind of salary lliay the bookkeeper expect 
to receive? What are the opportunities for promotion? 
Who were the first bookkeepers? What connections exists between our 
modern bookkeeping systems and the rise of medieval trade in the Mediterr~ 
ean during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries? Who was Luc Paciola'l' 
When did bookkeeping come into real importance! 
READING PREPARA.TIOl~: Occu"Oational Outlook Handbook, pp. 148-149 
:Bookkeeping, Voc. Information ~. 20, pp. 3-19 
:Bookkeeping, Occ. Abe. No. 5, pp. 2-6 
PERIOD 5 
1 . Duties of the account ant. 
2. Related optional assignments (Especially assignment 16) 
QPESTIONS FOR GUIDAl~CE: What are some of t he duties of the account ant? 
How do ·l;hese compare with the dut ies of the bookkeeper? What are some 
of the job titles connected with t he field of accounting? How do the 
duties listed in the Dictionary Q! Occupational Titles compare with those 
given in Account ancy As ! Career Field? Wlzy' is the account ant classified 
with ~rofessional and kindred workers•? 
READING PREPARATION: Dictionary of Occupational Titles, :p. 2 
Accountancy~! Career Field, p. 7 
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PmiOD 6 
l. Lecture and discussion of topic, •Accounting As a Profession." 
2. Qpalifications necessary for becoming a CPA in Connecticut. (Assi~ 
ment 17) 
3. Related optional assignments (Especially assignment 19) 
Q,UESTIONS FOR GUIDAHCE: What are the requirements fol~ entering the field? 
What demand exists for accountants? What are the opportunities? What are 
the advantages and disadvantages? How old must an applicant be before he can 
be granted his license as a CPA? I•Iust the applicant pass an examination? 
Where and when are examinations held? What kind of education is usually 
required before one can even consider .the possibility of becoming a CPA? 
What are the educational requirements of an accountant? What sUbjects 
should be taken in high school? What courses should be taken in college? 
How much experience does one need in order to become an accountant? ~1lat 
is the relative illlpol·ta.nce of education versus experience in this field? 
READil~G PREl?A.RATIOlH Accountin,g;, Voc. Information ~· 21, pp. 3-20 
,-Public .Accounting As A Care(:;r, pp. 3-24 
Accountancy As A Career Field, pp. .5-13 
PmiOD Z 
REVIEW PERIOD. To be used to catch up on work not previously 
covered and _to allow time to wo~k on r~~red and optional 
assignments. 
Prev-iew of visit to Aetna Insurance Com~. (Mimeographed 
instructions to be dietri~~ed at this time.) 
PERIOD 8 
PERIOD 9 
1. Reading of reports, Assignment 7, student chairman i charge. 
2. Exhibit and demonstration of -office machines. 
3. Showing of pictures of latest models on opaque projector. 
Q.UESTIOl~S FOR GUIDANCE: How did the Aetna offices compare with those 
you have alr~aey visitedf What killd of o:L!ice machines did you see in 
use in your visit? How ~d these machines compare with t hose on exhibitf 
Did the operators opera~ed these machines full time? Would you enjoy f 
using these machines for eight hours a ~1 Which new machines appeal to 
you? Which appear to have eliminated fatigue to some extent ? 
REA.D IHG PREPARATION: Fitting Yourself for Business, pp. 6.3-65 
Office Workers, pp. 36-41 
l?:Em.IOD 10 
1. Duties of office machine operators. 
2. Related optional assignments (Especially optional assignments 
5 and 19.) 
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QUESTIONS FQR GUIDANCE: W'oat are some of the 
operator? the bookkeeping-machine operator? 
operator? the duplicatinB-machine operator; 
operator? 
duties of t he adding-machine 
the calculating-machine 
the transcribing-machine 
'What are the requirements for entering this field.? Which of t he office-
machine jobs are full-time and which are part-Ume? W'.aa:li is the demand 
f or office-machine operators at this time? W'Llat ai'e the opportunities 
in the field? Wbat are the advantages? What are the disadvantages? W'nat 
salary do calculating-machine operators receive? Transcribing-machine 
operators? Bookkeeping-machine operators? W'.aich of t hese jobs pays the 
highest salary? W'llich is the most inte1·esting for you? 
Can office machine operators begin working in the field immediately upon 
graduation from high school. How does the trainiDg period for calculating-
machine operators differ from that for adding-machine operators? Is most 
of the trainil)8 of t 1·anscription-machine operat ors 'lone on the job or 
should one attend ~siness school? 
READING PREPARATION: Office Machines, PP• .3-16 
l?I•:RIOD 11 
Job Descriptions, p. 141, 148, 151, 155, 185 
Dictiona;Y of Occupational Titles, p. 8, 122, 177, 
435, 1405 
Office Machine Operat ors, pp. 1-4 
Office Machine Operator (Occupational Abstract), pp. 2-6 
1 . Duties of file clerks. 
2. Report of visits to various offices in East Hampton-Middletown area. 
(Assignment 21.) 
3. Related. optional assignments. (Especially assignment 12) 
Q,UESTIONS FOR GUIDANCE: What kind of material is the file clerk called 
upon t o file? What kinds of filing systems a1·e mentioned in ~ Descriptions 
for Office Occupations? What kind of related work is performed? To what 
other jobs is the work of the file clerk r elated? W'.a.at is a 11sorting11 
clerkt w1lat a.re some of the job titles listed i n the Dictiona;y of 
Occupational Titles for f ile clerks? 
READI~G PREPARATIONs ~ Descriptions !2£ Office Occupations, p. 79 
Dictionary of Occupational Titles, p. 502 
Fittipg Yourself .for Business, PP• 36-39 
PmiOD 12 
1. Lecture and discussion of topic, "Opportunities in Filing. 1 
2. Report onAssignment 5. 
3. Related optional assignments. (Especially Assignmen·li 22.) 
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QUESTIONS FOR GUIDANCE: Wnat are the general reqnirements of a good file 
clerk? What demand exists tor file clerks! Can one make a career of this 
job? What opportunities are there for adva.nce~ent? Does the job offer 
security? Whe.t are the ad:vantages and disadvantages? Is ~he work really 
monotonous, as it is reputed to be? What salaries are paid to file clerks? 
What uses does microfilming ha.vet Which businesses in particular use 
this system? What effect does this have on conventional f iling? 
REA.Dil~G PREPARATION: Office Worker s, pp. 18-20 
"Filing As A Vocation" pp • . 79-82 
Tl.·aini:og for -~J-iodern Office • pp. 290-316 
Pm!OD lJ. 
REVIEW PF.:RIOD. To be used to catch up on' work not p1•eviously 
covered and to allow time t o work on r equired and optional 
assignments. 
PElUOD 14 
1. -Talk by r epr esentative of civil service. 
2 • . Discussion of talk. 
). Related optional assignment s. 
~UESTIONS FOR GUIDANCE: What are the requirements for this field? 
What demand exists for civil service workers in t he state civil service? 
How does one keep in touch with demands for office workers in ci il 
servi ce? How does one regist er with fue stat e civil service? Wnat 
t y:ping speed and shorthand speed are required by stat e and federal 
civil service? Are opportunities greater in stat e civil service than in 
federal civil service? 
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READING P~AEATION: How 12, ~.!, U. ~ Government Job, pp. 20-25 
-: slsU2. Desc1•iptions iQ!: Office Occupations, p .. XXIV 
Opportunities~ Women !a~ Federal Civil Service 
PERIOD 15 
1. Debate, 11B.esolved, that a civil service job is more desirable 
tb.e.n an office job with a priva~e concern9 n 
2. B.elated optional assignments. (Especially Assignment 12) 
QUESTIONS :FOB. GUIDANCE: rlhat advantages does a civil service job ha:ve 
over j9bs with private concerns? Which offers the greater opportunity, 
civil service or a job with a private concern? Which offers the b~eater 
security? In what ways would you be better off working for a privat e 
concern? 
When was the original Civil Service Law passed? What is the purpose of 
civil service? What is the connection between civil service and 
political control? Can civil service workers ever be fired? 
READING PREPARATION: Fitting Yourself for Business pp. 65-66 · ·~ ~ ~ Civil-g;rvice, pp: 1-13 
Jobs !.!! Government, pp. 1-4 
PmiOD 16 
1. Duties of the stenographer. 
2. Discussion of topic, 0.The Stenographer in a Centralized Office." 
3. Related optional assignments. 
QPESTIONS FOR GUIDANCE: What e.re some of the duties of the stenographer? 
How do the duties of stenogr~phers listed in Job Descriptions ~ Oi£ice 
OccuP!tions differ ~rom those given in the Dictionary of Occupational 
Titles? What is a stenotype machine? How does the work o:f' the sten-
ographer differ from that of the typist! What duties of the file clerk 
are performed by the stenographel' f What kinds of stenographers e.re listed 
by the Dictionary of Occupational Titles? 
W'nat is a centre.lized office? Have you seen any examples of centralized 
offices on your field trips? What is the advantage of the centralized 
of£ice from the employer's point-of-view? From the employee's point-of-
view? From what you have learned, would. you prefer to work in a central-
ized office? 
READinG PREP.ARA.TION: !L2ll Descriptions for Office Occupations, p. 181 
Dictionary of Occunational Titles, p. 1284 
Fittipg Yourself 12£Eusiness, pp. 48-54 
Stenographers !!!12. Typists, pp. 1-4· 
PERIOD 12 
1. Lecture and discussion of topic, liThe Stenographer As A Specialist.a 
2. Investigation of stenography as a career. 
). Related optional assignments. 
~uESTIONS FOR GUIDAl~CE: What· are the general requirements for entry into 
the stenographic field? According to Hartford employment agencies, how 
fast should stenographers be prepared to type and to take shorthand? What 
kind of working conditions prevail in this job? What salaries do stenogra-
phers receive in the Hartford area? What kind of training is necessary 
for the general stenographer? Row does the sa.lar.1 for general stenographer s 
d;lff'er from t hat paid t o technical stenographers? What are the require-
ment s for becoming a legal stenographer, medical stenographer, public 
stenographer, or court reporter? What are the advantages and disadvantages 
of these specialized stenographic jobs? 
READUfG PREP.All.A.TlOli: Court Reporter, P.P• 2-6 
Of fice Workers, pp. 22-28 
PERIOD '-:18 
Occupational Outlook Handbook, pp. 147-148 
Public Stenography ~ Court Reporting, PP• 1-3 
Shorthand Reporter, pp. 2•10 
REV'I:E.'W PERIOD. To be _.used to catch up on work not previously 
covered and to allow time to work on required and optional 
assigDlllents. 
PmlOD 19 
2. Related optional assignments. 
~STIONS FOR GUIDANCE: Wha.t did you learn of the duties of the secre-
t ary through the presentation of this pl~? How do these compare with 
the duties given in the Dictiona;y ~ Occ~pational Titles and ~ 
Descriptions lEE. Office Occupations? Ho\'r do the duties of the stenogra-
pher compare with t~ose of the secretary? What kinds of other jobs are 
related to the job of secretary? From what jobs is the secretary promot~d? 
What kinds of secretaries are listed in the Dictionary of Occupatio~ 
Titles? 
READING PREPARATION: ~ Descriptions for Office Occupations, p. 179 
Diction!fY ~ Occupational Titles, p. 1170 
Office Workers, pp. 28-35 
Fitting Yourself for Business, pp. L:-8-52 
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PERIOD 20 
1. Film: "I Want to -be A Secretary." 
2. Class discussion of film and of topic, 11A Career .A.s A Secretary." 
3. Related optional assignments. 
Q,UESTIONS FOR GUIDANCE; What did you learn from the film of the work of •. 
the secretary? Does this work a.ppea.l to you? How did the film compare 
with what you have observed of the secretary's work in your field trips? 
Did you believe this film to be worthwhile! 
What qualifications must a secretary possess in order to be successful 
in her work? Why is personality (a desirable personality) more important 
to a secretary than to a. stenographer? What subjects taken in school 
are helpful in becoming a. secretary? Must a secretary attend business 
school? What kind o:f' salary may a beginning secretary expect! Does one 
become a. secretar,r upon graduation from high school or business school! 
READING PREPARATION: Secretarial Scieuce, pp. 7-19 
Secreta.ryshi12 As A. Career Field, pp. .5-17 
~Private Secretary's Manual, pp. 1-46 
PERIOD 2.1 
1. Panel discussion involving comparison o:f' advantages and 
disa.dva.n.ta.ges of jobs discussed in this unit. (Assignment 29) 
q,lTESTIOJliS FOR GUIDAUCE: Which jobs offered the highest salaries? Which 
offered the lowest salaries? Which offered the best conditions for one 
who desires to work alone? Which offers the greatest variety of work? 
Which jobs require the most education? Which jobs can be obtained upon 
graduation from high school? Which appear to be th~ moet monotnoust 
Which jobs offer the greatest opportunities for obtaining initial em-
ployment? Which jobs offer the greatest opportunities for advancement 
and promotion? 
P~IOD 22 
EXAMINATION 
r 
PART I. 
( ) l. 
( ) 2. 
( ) 3. 
( ) 4. 
( ) s. 
( ) 6. 
( ) ?. 
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MASTERY TEST 
Some of the following statements are true, some are false. If 
in your opinion the statement is true, write a t sign in the 
parenthesis opposite the statement; if the ttatement ·is false, 
write a - in the parenthesis. Remember that if ar:ry part of the 
statement is false, . the entire statement is coDJidered false. 
The bookkeeper keeps a set of records pertaining to the current 
status of the business. 
The general bookkeeper .. keeps one . phase or section of the books. 
Bookkeeping fUnctions ~ be broken down into mechanical and 
clerical functions. 
Most of the openings in the bookk:eepi_ng field are for bookkeepers 
to take over a complete set of books. 
Very little turnover of personnel takes place in the bookkeeping 
fiel~ 
Good e,resight is not at present necessary in the bookkeeping field 
because most of the work is now done by machines~ 
Business law and economics are good background subjects for one who 
intends to specialize as a bookkeeper. 
( ) 8. ~ne bookkeeper is in a good position to learn the operation of a 
business. 
( ) 9. Promotions are usually slow in the bookkeeping field~ 
( )10. The pecountant differs from tpe bookkeeper in that he is concerned 
with the cash received and paid out rather than with keeping the 
records. 
( . )11. The accountant should have a good backg;r:ound of trigonometry in 
order to be successful in his work4 
.. 
( )12. The public accountant is a civil service worker who \<TOrks on 
gove~nment accounts. 
. . ( )13. In t~e field of accounting, education is more important than 
experience. 
( )14. The work of the cashier is usually combined with the tasks of 
another Job~ 
( )15. One must pass an examination in order to become a CPA in the state 
of Connecticut. 
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( ) 1~ At present, there is a demand for office machine operators. 
( ) 17. Most adding-machine operators work on a fUll-time basis. 
( ) 18. The bookkeeping-machine operator keeps a permanent daily record 
of financial transactions. 
{ ) 19. The calculator operator has the most common of all specialized 
o~fice machine jobs. 
( ) 20. Comptometer courses are expensive and take a long time to complete. 
-( ) 21. The :Burroughs .Calculator is a crank-driven calculator, while the 
Monroe Calculator is known as a key-driven calculator. 
( ) 22. The calculating mD.Chine is used to figure p~ rolls and balance 
sheets. 
( ) 23. The job of dupli cating operator p.vs more than that of calculating 
operator. 
( ) 24. The operator of the transcribing-machine must also be a good 
typist as well as a mae ter of E:cgl1sh. 
( 2) 25. The transcribing-machine operator has ~ opportunities for 
promotion. 
( ) 26. All civil service employees obtain their jobs through competi-
tive examinations~ · 
( ) 27· 
( ) 28. 
( ) 29. 
( ) 30. 
( ) Jl. 
( ) 32. 
Civil service employees are protected; they cannot be fired. 
Sufficient training for civil service jobs must be obtained 
through special training offered by specialized schools. 
Stenographers must take dictation at the rate of 100 words per 
minute in order to pass the civil service test. 
Applicants for civil serv.ice positions such as stenographer or 
typist must pass a rigid physical examination. 
' ' ' r 
Probational appointments in federal civil service become permanent 
after one has work3d in the position for a year~-
Appointing officials in federal civil service are impressed by' 
the appearance of the application blank; an unti~ application 
blank could mean the rejection o:f the ap:plican.t, no matter how 
well qualified he could be. 
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( ) 33. ~here are usua.lly vacancies for stenographers due to retirements, 
deaths, and marriages. 
( ) 34. Stenographers who specialize are in a better position to obtain 
and maintain jobs than those who have no speciality to offer. 
( ) 35. ~echnica.l. stenographers receive more pay than general stenographers. 
( ) 36. Public stenographers often assume such positions immediately upon 
graduation from high school. 
( ) 3?. The majority o£ shorthand reporters are women, but men are enter-
ing the field in increasing numbers. 
( ) 38. Stenographers receive higher wages than typists and are given more 
responsibility. 
( ) 39. One of the secretary's duties ~ be to make out bank deposit 
slips, write checks and keep an inventory of costs and expenditures. 
( ) 4o. Fierello LaGuardia received his start in the business world as a 
bookke·eper. 
( ) 41. 
( ) 42. 
( ) 43. 
( ) 44. 
( ) 45. 
( ) 46. 
( ) 4?. 
( ) 48. 
( ) 49. 
( ) so. 
( ) 51. 
The secretary has an excellent opportunity to advance in her field. 
The comptometer operator . must obtain specialized training in order 
to become proficient. 
A beginning stenographer whose ,,dictation speed is good can start 
as a court reporter if he will work very hard. 
A centralized stenographic bureau means that all the office 
force occupies the center of the b~lding. 
Under the bonus plan, many voice-machine operators can earn as 
much as do secretaries. 
The bookkeeping-machine operator usually works on tha. t machine only 
part-time. 
Material to be filed differs i~ every office; the file clerk 
must even be prepared to file samples of marble. 
A college education is necessary to deal with certain kinds of 
filing. 
Most filing jobs .offer excellent opportunities for promotion. 
~e weekly salary of class A file clerks in Hartford was higher 
than the national average weekly salary of file clerks~ 
Handicapped workers should not work as file clerks, because the 
work is p~sica.lly taxing. 
( ) 52. 
( ) 53. 
( ) 54. 
( ) 55· 
( ) 56. 
( ) 57. 
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No one bas a better opportunity to learn the business of the 
compaQY in which she is working than does the secretary. 
A pleasing voice and telephone manner are as important to an 
office machine operator as they are to a secretary. 
The public stenographer mq be said to be in business for himself. 
T'.a.e majority of .Civil Service jobs are in Washi.Dgton, D. c. 
Shorthand reporters e13rn approximately the same salary as qualified 
stenographers. 
Successful secretaries sometimes receive their trainiDg on-the-
job. 
( ) 58. . Stenographers need not necessarily excel in English, bu t should 
know about the proper form of business letter£~, and. shouJ.d . be 
ready to type them quickly- and accurately • 
.( ) j9. A sociaJ. secretary . is one who performs a variety _ ~f .. admixqstra.-
tive duties in a Qdition to taking care of correspondence. 
( ) 60. T'ae best w~ to get a government job is to write . to your 
congressman. 
PAB!r XI. .Circle the correct answer iJl the following multiple qhoice 
questions. 
1 • . - A~cording to the ossu~atigpa.J Outlgok; Hapgbggk, thE3re are: 
a. No openings at present for bookkeepers. · · 
b. 1~ openings, and the n1.1J?lber of openings is expected to continu.e. 
c. Very few openings, aud the number is decreasing~ 
d • . V~ry few openill€;s, but the number is increasing • 
... ·· 
2. Women hand bookkeepers in Hartford in 1949 received ~ aver~e weekly 
salary of: 
a. $46. 
b. $,37. 
c. $51. 
d. $41. 
,3. !r'.ne Blllll1al se.laey of Certified Pllblic Accou.n.tants: 
a. Averages slightly more than the yearly salary of doctor s, dentists, 
and la.lfY'ers . 
b. Aver ages slightly less than that of other professions. 
c. Is the same as the yearly salary of the other professions. 
d~ Averages considerably more than the salary of doctors, dentists, 
and lawyers. 
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4. The demand for office machine operators is: 
a. Presently poor, but expected to increase. 
b. Presently good, but not expected to continue. 
c. Presently great and exptected to continue. 
d. Presently poor and expected to remain that way. 
5. The difference between the Marchant Calculat or and the Com:ptometer :ts 
t lt::..t : 
e. . The l~archant can perform all aritbmetica.l. functions, but the 
Comptometer can only perform addition, subt raction and multiplica-
tion. 
b. The Marchant is electrically operated; the Comptometer is manually 
operated. 
c. The Marchant is used for figuring ~rolls end minor arithmetic 
problems, whereas the Comptometer is used for more advanced prob-
lems. 
d. The Comptometer is key-driven anQ must be operated by touch; the 
Mar chant is crank..:.driven. ·-' 
6. According to the Bureaa of Labor Statistics, women calculator operators 
in Hartford, in 1949, received an average weekly salary of: 
a. $31.50 
b. $46.50 
c. $41.50 
d. $.51.,50 
7. The maximum cost of the iraining course . in the operation of the 
Comptometer as announced by the Comptometer school in Hartford is: 
a. $250. 
b. $100. 
c. $200. 
d. $1,50. 
8. One ~ become a civil service worker through: 
a. Exsmina.t ion 
b. Euminat ion and appointment 
c. Appointment and election 
d. Examination, election ~d appointment 
9. The federal district civil service office located nearest East Hampmn 
is in 
a. Hartford 
b. :Boston 
c. New York 
d. IUddletown 
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10. In order to p~ss a state or federal civil service test for a steno-
graphic job, one mu.st be able to take dictation at the rate of: 
a. 90 ~ords per minute 
b. 100 words per minute 
c. 80 words per minute 
d. 70 words per minute 
11. Stenographers in the Hartford area must be able to tY:Pe at a minimum 
speed of: 
a. 35 words a minute 
b. 40 words a minute 
c. .50 words a minute 
d. 45 words a minute 
12. Stenographers in the Hartford area ll'IQ.St be able to take dictation at 
a minimum rate of: 
a. 60 words a minute 
b. 70 words a minute 
c. 80 words a minute 
d. 90 words a minute 
13. Ca.lculating-macbine operators receive: 
a. Higher salaries than bookkeeping-machine operators. 
b. Salaries comparable with those received by bookkeeping-machine 
operators. 
c. Lower salaries than bookkeeping-~chine operators. 
d. More money nationally, but less money in the Hartford area. 
14. ~he transcribing-mac~ine operator is usually paid: 
a. A higher salary tba.n the stenographer 
b. A salary comparable with that of the stenographer 
c. A lower salary than the stenographer 
d. Paid according to productio~ which is usually less. 
15. Shorthand reporters must be :prepared to master the following skills: 
a. Type at the rate of 6o words :per minute and take shorthand at 
175-200 words per minute. 
b. Type at the rate of 65 words per minute and take shorthand. at 
140-150 words per minnte. 
c. ~e at the rate of 75 words :per minute and take shorthand at 
175-200 words per minute. 
d. ~e a.t the rate of 85 words per minute and take shorthand at 
180-200 words per minute. 
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16. Indicate which of the following duties is NOT a. duty of the bookkeeper: 
a. Examines and verifies perm~ent records and accounts prepared by 
oth'er workers. 
b. Enters a record of each transcation in a special journal. 
c. Keeps a separate record for e~eh account and sends out bills. 
d. Keeps a general ledger. 
17. Indicate which of the following duties is NOT a duty of the stenographer: 
a. Takes dictation in shorthand and transcribes dictated material. 
b. Files carbon copies of letters and other papers. 
c. Types or writes material in prescribed form. 
d. Performs general drice tasks and. minor executive duties. 
18. Indicate which of the following duties is NOT a duty of the adding-
machine operator: 
a. Adds and su 1tra.cts groups of figures on an electrical~-driven 
or lever-operated adding machine. 
b. Presses proper keys and mA.nipUJ.a·tes levers on machine, using a 
touch system, to add or su·utract .. 
c. Computes such items as totals of units produced or sold. 
d. Records figures, printed upon tape in the machine, on appropriate 
office form. 
19. ~ndicate which of the following is usually a part-time duty, rather 
than a full-time job: 
a. ~illing-machine operator. 
b. OSculating-machine operator. 
c. Key-punch ~perator. 
d. Adding machine operator. 
20. ~ndicate which of the following received the highest weekly salary, 
according to a national survey conducted by the Industrial Conference 
:Board: 
a. File clerk 
b. fuokk:eeping-machine operator 
c. Calculating-machine operator 
d. Stenographer~ 
21. Indicate which of the following received the lowest weekly salar,y 
in Hertford in 1949, according to a survey conducted by the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics: 
a. ~ookkeeping-machine operator, class ~. 
b. Transcribing-machine Gperator. 
c. Switchboard operator. 
d. File clerk, class :e. 
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22. Indicate which of the following received the lowest weekly salary, 
according to a national. survey conducted by the National Industrial 
Conference l3oard: · 
a. Eilling-machine operator. 
b. Calculating-machine operato'"• 
c. Eookkeeping-maChine operator. 
d. Stenographer. 
23. In proportion to the total number of civil service workers in the 
country, the following percentage of civil service workers are in 
Washington: 
a. 2'3~ 
b. sr$ 
c. 1<>',' 
d. ?~ 
24. Eeginning s.nnu.a.l salaries for clerical workers in federal and civil 
service are: 
a. $2200 for federal, $1800 for state civil service. 
b. $2000 for federal, $1800 for state civil service. 
c. $1800 for federal, $2000 for state civil service~ 
d. $2000 for federal, $2100 for state civil service. 
25. The job of office machine operator offers: 
a. Much opportunity for advancement, but is usually mono~onous 
·b. No opportunity 'for advancement, but usually offers interesting 
a.nd 'lU"ied wori:. 
c. No opportunity for advance~ent and is usuelly routine and 
monotonous. 
d. Of~ers as much opportunity for advancement as ~ other position 
a.nd is no more monotonous t.ban any other position. 
26. According to the Occuptiona.l Outlook Handbook, stenographers and 
secretaries: 
a. Eeca.use of more extensive training, have a better chance to main-
tain their jobs than do typists. 
b. Cannot maintain their jobs as long as typists, because they re-
ceive more money and are therefore. first to lose their positiona 
in times of economic stress. 
c. Have the same opportunity to maintain their jobs that the typists 
have, depending upon which girls have been with the firm the 
longest. 
d. Cannot maintain their Jobs as long as typists, because there is 
not the demand for stenographers and secre.taries that there is 
for typists. 
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27. Court reporting offers: 
a. High saJ.aries, 'bll.t involves long working hours. 
b. Good working conditions, but does not offer salaries on as 
high a level as other office jobs. · 
c. A comparatively good salary, but requires such high rate of 
typing and t1~nscription that few office workers are qualified 
to enter this field. 
d. A good salary, and provides short, regular working hours. 
28. The office occupation jobs offering the greatest opportunities for 
promotion under ordinary circumstances, would be ranked in the 
following order: 
a. Secretary, office-machine operator, bookkeeper. 
b. Bookkeeper, stenographer, secretary. 
c . Stenographer, file clerk, bookkeeper. 
d. Secretary, s t enogra.pher, bookkeeper • 
.29. Indicate which of t he following is :NOT an advantage of working for 
the govermnent: 
a.. Work is steady and permanent. 
b. There are opportunities for advancement. 
c. There are few rules and regulations to be observed. 
d. Pensions are provided. 
:30. The period of training to achieve . pro.ficiency in the operation of 
a machine is longest for: 
a. Calculating-machine operator. 
b . Adding-machine operator. 
c. Duplicating-machine operator. 
d. Transcribing-machine operator. 
31. Indicate which of the following offi~e jobs would be an appropriate 
job for a person who likes to work alone rather than with others: 
a.. Secretary 
b. File clerk 
c. Bookkeeper 
d. Stenographer 
:32. Indicate which of the following office jobs would be appropriate for 
a person who enjoy~ meeting people: 
a. ~ranscribing-machine operator. 
b . File clerk. 
c. Bookkeeper. 
d. Secretary. 
33. .Indicate which of"· the following would be classified as an "entry-
job•, that is, a job which could be obtained immediately upon 
graduation from high school: 
a. Medical secr~tary. 
b. Legal stenographer 
c. File clerk 
d. :Bookkeeper. 
34. Indicate which of the following is NOT a duty of the accountant: 
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a. Devises, installs. and supervises operation of general-account ing 
systems. 
b. Prepares tax returns. 
c. Interprets records and accounts. 
d. Enter s in a special journal each transaction in which money is 
received. 
35. If additional training is needed after high school. iridicate for 
which of the following office jobs. the cost of training would be the 
least expensive: 
a. Comptometer operator. 
'b. :Bookkeeper. 
c. Stenographer. 
d. Civil Service worker. 
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KEY TO · Y~T.ERY TEST 
PART I TR'(J'.E;;.F!LSE 
l. 1- 21.- 41. ~ 2. - 22. .,. 42. 
3· .,. 23. - 43. -4. 
-
24. .,. 44. 
-s. 
-
25. 
-
45. .,. 
6. 
-
26. 
-
46. 
-?. t · 2?. - 4?. ~ 8. r 28. 48. ~ -9. 29. - !19. -10. 
-
30. 
-
so. .,. 
11. 
-
31. ~ 51. -12. - 32. 52. .,. 
13. 
-
33. 1- 53. 
-14. ~ 34. ~ 54. .,. 15. 35. 55· -16. t 36. 
-
56. 
-17. 
-
37. 
-
5?. .,. 
18. ~ 38. ~ 58. -19. 39. 59. -20. 
-
4o. 
-
6o. 
-
PART II MULTIPLE CHOICE 
l. b 18. b 
2. c 19. d 
3. a 20. c 
4. c 21. d 
s. d 22. c 
6. c 23. c 
?. b 24. a 
8. d 25. c 
9. b 26. a 
10. c 2?. c 
11. b 28. d 
12. c 29. c 
13. ~ 30. e. 
14. b 31. b 
15. c 32. d 
16. a 33. c 
17. d 34. d 
35. a 
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